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state of the union

president’s
Report

by Bill King, PSIA-NW President
“To snow or not to
snow, that is the question?”
I was told an old Norwegian said the deer were eating blueberries and that was
a sure sign of a hard winter.
Well I hope that is true – three
successive low snow winters
will be difficult. Last year in my fall message I mentioned Fall Seminar as an excellent opportunity to
get your educational credits early. This year I am
putting it up front. Don’t get caught scrambling for
credits late in the season if conditions are bad. If
the snow is plentiful you can get an extra day and
bank it for next season.
Looking forward, all Divisions have signed an Affiliation Agreements, and we are looking for the
CEO/ED replacement at the National level and the
policy governance model is working to strengthen
our organization. We are bringing increased transparency to the organization including among the
Divisions.
Have we solved all the problems? No, but a clearer
path is there and the PSIA-AASI Staff, Divisional
Presidents and staff as well as the PSIA-AASI
Board are all committed to positive change. You
might hear rumblings but they are a natural evolution of change – we only get better if we continue
to question.
Those changes lay the groundwork for change
within the Division. What my involvement with ASEA
has shown me is our membership is evolving. The
way you think, your motivations and your needs
are changing. Communication needs are changing, access to educational material and training is
evolving. Our focus needs to hone in on what we,
as a Division, can deliver to you in a format you
can best use. We need to interact with other Divisions to see where we can learn from them or give
to them ideas on best practices. We are all unique
but at the same time similar. We should not always
reinvent the wheel but to each share what we do
best with each other.
We are currently revisiting our Strategic Plan; culling it into a living document we can constantly
view and measure our successes against. We are
working on an overhaul of our bylaws and policies and procedures, again with the goal of making them clearer and current. With having an efficient Executive Director, we also need to develop
a system that strategically provides direction and
allows this person the ability to confidently make
the decisions needed on an operational level.
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Change is inevitable and I am asking all of you
for any thoughts you might have that will help us
achieve these goals.
Thank you and hopefully will see you at the Fall
Seminar and on the slopes. M
Bill King is a twenty plus year member of PSIA,
Alpine Level II certified instructor for Ski Masters
School. He can be reached at 206 3696988 or by e-mail: euroking@aol.com

National Report
by John May, PSIA-NW
National Representative

The national organization
is finally seeing many long
term projects come to fruition,
along with some interesting
new changes. Here are the
multi-year projects that have
finally come into being:
Roles & Responsibilities
After years of discussion and
negotiations all divisions have signed Affiliation
Agreements with National. This upgrade from the
1986 agreement better clarifies the roles and responsibilities between National and Divisions in
serving the membership.
Exams (for National)
The first organizational “scorecard” for National
was reported at the summer meeting. This reporting of “success indicators” is giving the board and
staff better visibility and accountability to accomplishing the goals (“Ends”) of the organization. It
is a big step for any organization to clearly define
what success looks like and track the data driven
indicators. Sounds simple, but when it is beyond a
financial goal, it can be challenging. Please contact me or your NW Board Representative for the
results.
Skiing Abroad
Every four years the world of snow sports instruction comes together to share insights, best practices and showcase talent. The event is called Interski
and our National Team Members and some organizational leaders headed to Argentina September
5th-12th to represent the USA. Our NW member Ed
Younglove attended as the President of PSIA-AASI.
In addition (on his own dime) your PSIA-NW President Bill King attended as well.
It is good to see these long term projects come to
fruition as they continually add to improvement of
working to serve the membership. On a more recent update the changes have been significant:
Changes in leadership (part 1)
The National Board also has 2 new members. Joel

Munn from the Rocky Mountain Division and Steve
Kling from the Eastern Division.
Change in leadership (part 2)
After 26 years with the National organization (at
various capacities and roles) the CEO, Mark Dorsey, has taken a position with another non-profit. He
is temporarily succeeded by the CFO, Tom Spiess,
as the interim CEO. A CEO Search Committee has
been formed and I am very honored as your NW
representative to be a part of this committee. We
will have an update out to the NW Board after the
August National Conference Call .
Knowing the member
As your NW Rep I was also honored to be asked
to Chair the Membership Linkage Committee which
is responsible for 1) Informing the Board of who
the membership is and what they value 2) Informing the membership of what the board is doing in
service to them. This type of work inspires me and
I am looking forward to sharing the outcomes with
our NW board and others.
Thanks for reading, and as usual please feel free to
contact me with any questions. M
John May is an Alpine examiner, Technical Team
member, and an instructor and trainer at Mt. Hood
Meadows Ski Resort in Oregon. He owns and manages
Creekstone Designs, a residential design/build
remodeling company in Portland, Oregon. Email him:
john@creekstonedesigns.com

dot Com Report

by Tyler Barnes, Communications VP
Here we go with the first issue of the NW Snowsports
Instructor newsletter for the
2015-16 season. The Fall issue always contains the “Season Guide” which essentially
is most of the relevant information pertaining to events
for the season – like multi-day
events, indoor events, exams
and specialist program offerings, plus camps and
more. One-day clinics will be added to the website
as their details are confirmed. There is a lot of information in here ... but there is even more on-line
at PSIA-NW.ORG. You should always look to the
website for the most current and up-to-the-minute
information about event venues, details, etc. online.
As you may know, the NW Snowsports Instructor
is published three times per season and mailed to
all current members. The next issue will likely have
more articles, tips and tricks and lots of details
about Spring Symposium which is taking place at
Sun Valley, Idaho in April 2016.

Speaking of the website ... the Content Management System, or CMS, that runs the website is a
free and open-source piece of software that the
organization pays no fee to use. We do pay for
systems hosting, but no licensing fees for software
updates whatsoever – this is a great value.
In early August, with little or no fanfare, I updated the CMS software and all plugins to the latest
stable versions. The down time was less than five
minutes, and you probably didn’t even notice. The
benefits to keeping the site up-to-date are many
including better performance, improved security
and new features. In fact seven of the nine regional
Divisions use the same open source CMS to run
their websites too.
I know the national website, THESNOWPROS.ORG,
will be updated by their web team sometime this
Fall which should improve your experience signing up for events on-line and getting Pro Deals,
as well as a mobile-friendly version of the website
- which is important considering 50% of all web
traffic to the NW site is on a mobile device, be it a
phone or tablet. I am optimistic that the “National
digital refresh” a.k.a. website redesign will be an
improvement and I am looking forward to seeing
it rolled out.
Finally, I want to remind all members that you can
make your manual, handbook and other accessory
purchases at the PSIA-NW.ORG on-line store or by
calling the NW office. Make your purchases right
here in the NW and support your local division. M
Tyler Barnes is the PSIA-NW Technical Team Assistant
Coach, an Alpine examiner as well as an instructor
and trainer at Mt. Hood Meadows Ski Resort. He is an
entrepreneur and creator of the SNOWPROPORTAL™
Email him: tyler@elev8brand.com

call for
candidates

by Mary Germeau, Executive VP

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
CANDIDATES

PSIA-NW members are encouraged to get involved in
and run for any position on
the Board of Directors that is
up for election in their region.
In order to run, one needs to
meet the candidacy requirements and complete
and submit an Announcement of Candidacy to the
PSIA-NW office via fax, e-mail or “snail” mail to
be received on or before 4:00 PM, December 31st,
2015. Candidacy requirements are that a person
be a Certified Level II or III or a Certified Level I with
two years of membership. This person must also
be working in, or have a nexus with, the region in
which he/she wants to run for a directorship. Every
candidate for a board director position must submit
an Announcement of Candidacy each time he/she
runs for office.
Positions are for three-year terms and require attendance at two board meetings per year plus other
events and committee work, as needed. As usual,
one third of our Directors come up for election in
the Spring each year. The statements for re-election
submitted with the Announcement of Candidacy
will be published in their entirety on the website.
Any qualified member can run for any position in
his/her region. If you want to serve on the board,
please think about being a candidate.

Region

on-line
store

PINS, MANUALS & DVDS
at PSIA-NW.ORG/shop

Position

Incumbent

Snoqualmie

4

Bill King

Snoqualmie

7

Open

Snoqualmie

8

Takashi Tsukamaki

Stevens Pass

4

Mary Germeau

Crystal Mt.

2

Larry Fale **

Spokane

1

Terry Johnson

Mt. Hood

2

John May

Mt. Hood

3

Richard Mario

N. Central

1

John Weston

REGIONAL DIRECTOR CANDIDATES

Regional Directorships are also up for election
each year on a rotating basis. A school director
wishing to run for one of these positions must be a
Certified Level II or Level III and a School Director in
the Region in which he/she wants to run. There are
4 regions in PSIA-NW.
One Regional Directorships is up for election this
year. It is the Director for Region 4 (Oregon, excluding the Blue Mountains) where the current Director
for this position is Gordon Garlock. A position as a
Regional Director is a three year term. The school
directors in the region elect the representative for
their region by electronic or mail-in ballot.

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR
ALL CANDIDATES

All Candidates for either type of Directorship (including incumbents) must submit an Announcement of Candidacy in order to be considered an
eligible candidate.
Candidates may download an Announcement of
Candidacy Form from the PSIA-NW.ORG website
at: www.psia-nw.org/who-we-are/board-of-directors/candidates/. The Announcement will work for
both type of positions – just check the correct box.
There is also an electronic Announcement of Candidacy Form available on the website.
This Announcement of Candidacy will be used in
communications for board elections so that the
members in the region for which the candidate is
running may read a statement about each person
and their reason for wanting to serve. Regional directors are elected by the school directors in the
region in which they wish to serve.
For more information about additional requirements contact the PSIA-NW office. M
Mary Germeau is co-owner and operator of
Olympic Ski School at Stevens Pass. You can reach
her by email at maryolympic@hotmail.com

** indicates candidates who were appointed by
the president to fill a vacated position. The bylaws
require each of themto run for the seat in the spring
election after their appointment.
The seats are open to all who are interested in
running; incumbents may choose to run again.

SHOP NOW
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A new season of
adventure
by Kim Petram, Education V.P.

Hello instructors and welcome
to a new season of adventure!
I say this somewhat tongue in
cheek as what we learned
from last season is that if we
are going to survive this crazy
professional occupation, is
that we must learn to embrace adventure. Not adventure in the sense of, heck yea,
I’ll throw down a 360 over this knoll even though I
don’t know what’s on the other side. I’m referring to
adventure in that we must accept the wild ride that
nature is going to throw at us.
These past few seasons have taught us to expect
that the usual patterns of snow fall, weather conditions and seasonal patterns are not to be counted
upon. Expect and prepare for the worse scenarios
and be grateful and appreciative of the best outcomes. It’s going to be a throw down year – we
know that. Let’s accept the challenge and be open
to the adventure.
You signed up and studied for a specialist credential at Baker and it moved to White Pass? Road
trip! Your Steep and Deep one day clinic at Alpental
is cancelled for lack of snow? Try Immersion – it’s
all about you! Can’t get the on-snow time to be
exam ready? Symposium is at Sun Valley – three
solid days of fun in the sun is certainly going to
provide you with more educational value than a
sub stellar exam experience. It’s all going to be an
adventure this year, let’s just embrace it.
Ongoing professional educational development
these past few years with trainers and divisional
staff has been focused very specifically on the
teaching cycle. Practicalities in how to deliver
meaningful content and experiences based upon
the learning partnership between instructor and
student. Our base practice identifies the instructor as the teacher and the student as the learner.
However, how many times do you find yourself instructing another instructor?
I, the instructor, am also the student in so many
scenarios. Either formally via a training event or
informally via peer support we are teaching each
other and learning from each other. Our students
are often one of “us”, another instructor. This is
valuable as we all learn and grow on the shoulders of those that came before us; and as we all
share our valuable lessons based on experience
and history, those around us benefit.
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Of course, these lessons are not produced out of
thin air and magic. They are a product of serious
professional content, standards, technology and
thousands upon thousands of development hours
by those before us and currently.
I point this out as I will share with all of you what
I requested of our NW Board. I asked the Board to
personally take on the challenge of ensuring that all
instructors are actually members of this division. I
give you the same challenge. Being an Alpine or
Tele or Snowboard or Nordic instructor does not
equate to being a Professional Instructor. To be a
Professional Instructor means you belong to and
participate within the standards of a professional
organization. A professional organization ensures
some level of quality beyond “thin air and magic.”
This is my strong personal belief: each and every
person that walks through the door of your school
to be an instructor should belong to the NW Division as a dues paying Registered member. Right
out of the gate. Whether they have been with your
school for two days or six years. This is how, and
the only way, we can all ensure that each and every one of us are practicing the profession to the
best of our abilities. Having exposure to all that this
Division has to offer is via the vehicle of membership. Yes, we all pay a due, however, the return on
investment is worth it. We need to move ourselves
away from the old model of assuming membership and “real” involvement happens only after
successful completion of a Level I exam.
This is not a cheer leading membership drive plea.
This is my fundamental belief that if the NW Division is to continue having the highest quality
educational products and delivery available – the
entire instructor core must be involved. Not just the
active membership – the entire core of instructors
out there on our hills delivering a product. I want
to know my buddy next to me in the trenches has
seen, read, contemplated, evaluated, argued over
and studied the same newsletter articles, the same
technical manuals, the same email communications, the same promotional offerings and the
same calendar of events.
We can’t assume we all speak the same language
and have the same intent when so many of us on
the hill are not members of this organization. Membership affords some assurance that we are all in
this same exact adventure together. I’ve thrown
down a challenge, do you accept the adventure?
As usual, I am available by phone or email any
time. Best, Kim. M
Kim Petram is the Education Vice President, Alpine
Examiner and Children’s Committee Chairperson. Email:
kim@petram.org

Professional Snowsports Instructors of AmericaNorthwest, Pacific Northwest Snowsports
Instructors Association – Education Foundation
338 N. Wenatchee Avenue, Wenatchee,
Washington 98801

PSIA-NW Member Services
Email: info@psia-nw.org
Phone: (206) 244-8541 Fax: (206) 241-2885
Web: www.psia-nw.org
Kirsten Huotte, Executive Director
kirsten@psia-nw.org

send Submissions to
Kirsten Huotte, Executive Director
kirsten@psia-nw.org

Submission Deadlines
For more info go to psia-nw.org/newsletter
Fall Issue (Sep – Nov)
Ads& Articles by August 1
Winter Issue (Dec – Feb)
Ads & Articles by November 1
Spring Issue (Mar – May)
Ad & Articles by February 1

Contributor Guidelines

NW Snowsports Instructor is published three times
per year. We accept articles from anyone willing to
contribute. The editorial staff reserves the right to edit
all submissions including advertising. Articles should
include the author’s name, mini-bio and portrait image
suitable for publishing (if available). Please submit all
content, articles and photos as attachments via email
or contact the editor for other options. All published
material becomes the property of PSIA-NW. Articles
are accepted for publication on the condition that they
may be released for publication in all PSIA National
and Divisional publications. Material published in
this newsletter is the responsibility of the author
and is not necessarily endorsed by PSIA-NW.

psia-nw Executive
committee

Bill King, President
euroking@aol.com
Mary Germeau, Executive V.P.
maryolympic@hotmail.com
Mark Schinman, Secretary & Second V.P.
mark@schinman.com
Diana Suzuki, Financial V.P.
diana.suzuki@astronics.com
Tyler Barnes, Communications V.P.
tyler@psia-nwtechteam.org
Kim Petram, Education V.P.
kim@petram.org
Mike Phillips, Certification V.P.
1wintershope@gmail.com
David Burton, Member School V.P.
david@skimasters.net
John May, NW National Representative
john@creekstonedesigns.com

new team selected
by Rick Lyons,
Technical Team Head Coach

Hello from the PSIA-NW Technical Team. Last season was
quite the challenge, in a number of ways, but at the end of
the season PSIA-NW held the
2015 Technical Team tryout at
Mt Bachelor. Half of the positions on the team are up for
grabs every two years with the
next tryout in 2017.
Some of the division’s top
talent came out to showcase
their mojo in May during three
days of intense skiing, teaching and presenting. It is always difficult to choose from
so many talented individuals
who applied for the role. Five individuals were selected from the group who tried out.
2015-2019 Rotation: Brad Jacobson, Garth
McPhie, Terry McLeod, John May and Dave Rowe.
2013-2017 Rotation: Jeremy Riss, Scott Weimer,
Mike Phillips, Linda Cowan and Dave Lucas
Coaches & Mentors: Rick Lyons, Head Coach;
Tyler Barnes, Assistant Coach; Chris “Mr T”
Thompson, Team Mentor & Founder; Nick
McDonald, Team Mentor & Past Head Coach
The team’s season did not end with the tryout, as
we jumped right into our summer projects which
is where we reflect on the past season of training and develop the plan for 2015-2016. This
season we are working again to enhance understanding of teaching, digging deeper into Movement Analysis, tuning up skiing and assisting in
updates for the certification program. The team
has been working hard all summer and we are
looking forward to sharing and learning with you
this upcoming season.
Some team members and DCLs will be attending
and presenting at Fall Seminar so hopefully we will
see you there ... and if not then, we will see you on
the snow at an event this season.
Keep in mind that if you missed the Technical Team
tryout last May, this season will offer an opportunity for members to join the ranks of Divisional
Clinic Leader (DCL). Details about how to apply for
a positional as a DCL will be forthcoming. M
Rick Lyons is the Technical Team Head Coach,
Alpine Examiner and trainer at Mt. Hood Meadows.
Email him: rick@psia-nwtechteam.org

passing of
the baton

by Mike Phillips, Certification V.P.
After seven years of giving extensive time, knowledge and
Obi-Wan Kenobi wisdom from
his many years in the snow
sports industry, Chris Thompson has stepped down from
his position as Certification
Vice President. Even though
Chris will not have the duties
of Certification V.P., he will still
be involved as a mentor and an advisor for me
in my new role. In May 2015, at the Spring Board
meeting I was elected to the position of Certification
V.P. and I am looking forward to the opportunity.
We have a great group of examiners on staff representing all disciplines. Most of the examiners
have been working and training together for many
years.
The dedication from everyone involved (Technical
Team, Examiners, DCL’s and Trainers) to provide
a quality exam experience is always a work in
progress. The examiners contribute much time and
energy into their discipline, from demonstrating
inspiring skiing, riding and sliding skills, staying
current in their knowledge of Certification National
Standards for each level, having strong communication skills, technical knowledge, and an extensive teaching background.
National, Divisions and disciplines work together
on ways to provide assessment criteria for you to
successfully complete a certification level.
When it comes to the exam process and the Northwest format, the examiners are always looking at
ways to make the exam experience meaningful
and relevant to you. For everyone to be successful,
the examiners need to provide you as many opportunities to showcase your skiing/riding skills and
understanding of any given professional knowledge topic or teaching situation that may come up
during the exam day.

changes to the exam process or changes to the
National Standards. Be informed on the National
Standards criteria for your certification level. Get as
much practical teaching experience as you can.
Teach children and adults of all ages and ability
levels that you can. Clinic with your peers, find a
mentor and anyone else you like to play with.
Because of the examiner’s dedication to improving the exam experience, the result is the NW Division’s Certification program has become one of the
best programs in the country. I am honored to be
given this opportunity to be your new Certification
V.P. and represent the examiner staff. M
Mike Phillips is the PSIA-NW Certification Vice
President, Technical Team Member and an Alpine
Examiner. Email him at 1wintershope@gmail.com

Nearly $5,000
in Scholarship
funds available in
2015/16 season
The PNSIA-EF Scholarship Program will again be
available this season where there is nearly $5,000
to approve for scholarships for events or books and
manuals available from PSIA-NW.
The $5000 amount is due to a great showing at
our annual fundraiser at Symposium. Please let all
the instructors in your schools know that their applications must be completed and received in the
office by December 15.
We are hoping to help a lot of people attend a
PSIA-NW event this season. Any questions about
the scholarship process, please contact the office,
scholarship committee member Mary Weston or
board member Mary Germeau.
Get all the details about the scholarship application process on the PSIA-NW website. Look in the
Membership menu, then choose Scholarship Application.

It is important that the exam stays modern and current to the ongoing changing environment of skiing
and riding trends. Hopefully the knowledge gained
from your own exam experience will be passed on
to better serve the needs of your students at your
school.
So what can you do to be successful in your first
or next certification assessment? Spend time with
your school trainer reviewing the discipline specific
PSIA-NW Certification Guide. Contact a divisional
staff member or examiner if you don’t have one in
your school or at your home mountain. Along with
your trainer, they can help you with any current

Scholarship Application
Deadline is December 15
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FALL SEMINAR
Spokane Metro
October 24
at Gonzaga University

Portland Metro
October 31
at Lewis and Clark College

Seattle Metro
november 1
at Seattle Pacific University

$70 on or before October 16
$85 after October 16

Kim Seevers

PSIA-AASI Adaptive
Team Coach

keynote speakers
Rob Sogard & Kim Seevers

That’s right – speakers! This fall we have a few
things unique and different, one, our national
teams participated at Interski in South America,
all the way at the south tip in Ushuaia – the end
of the earth. Interski is an international every four
year event where countries from around the globe
converge at one location and share what is going
on with snowsports in their country.
Also different with Interski for the first time, it was in
September (fall to us). This event has always been
held in during our winter months, as the venues are
in the northern hemisphere, for the first time ever it
is being held in the southern portion, so the timing
was a bit different.

All venues have lunch options for an additional fee –
see event application for details.

DAILY SCHEDULE
8am		
8:30am		
10:30am		
10:45am		
Noon		
1:00pm		
3:00pm		

Refreshments
Morning Course
Break
Keynote Speaker
Lunch Hour
Afternoon Course
Adjourn For The Day

Fall Seminar will be offered in three locations, making this season-opener event more accessible for
everyone to attend. Whether you are a Fall Seminar
regular or a new participant, it is our goal to help
you kick off your season with the latest and greatest information.
We are continuing to offer Fall Seminar to nonmembers. Please feel free to invite a non-member
from your school to join you or someone who
is interested in teaching this season and see
why Fall Seminar is such a great pre-season
educational event. Like regular members, nonmembers will need to register and pay the event
fee to participate.
Conveniently sign up on-line by going to the
PSIA-NW.ORG website. Additional “paper” applications are available for download or by contacting the PSIA-NW office at 206.244.8541. There
is also an application on the following pages of
this newsletter, too. When completing the application please choose from the morning and afternoon topic choices and indicate your choices
on the application.
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Kim has spent a good
bit of her life working through the ranks
of PSIA-AASI and has
served the organization
in a number of roles.
She is a member of
both the adaptive and
alpine education staffs
with the Eastern Division
of PSIA-AASI. She has also served as the Education Director for both the PSIA-AASI Eastern Division
and at the national level in Lakewood, Colorado. In
2012, Kim was named the coach of the 2012 PSIAAASI Adaptive Team.
She works full-time as a grant writer for the Adaptive
Sports Foundation in Windham, New York. As an
offshoot of her work with adaptive ski racers, Kim
was lucky to be paired as a guide with Adaptive
Sports Foundation Race Team member and visually impaired athlete Staci Mannella. Kim and Staci
have been training and racing together since 2009
and in 2011 were named to the U.S. Paralympics
Alpine Skiing National Team. The pair represented
the United States at the 2014 Paralympic Winter
Games in Sochi, Russia.

Rob Sogard
PSIA-AASI Alpine
Team Coach
Always looking for subjects that are topical for fall
seminar, we think this one is hitting it out of the
park. We have two keynote speakers this year, Rob
Sogard, Alpine Team Coach, at the Spokane seminar and Kim Seevers, Adaptive Team Coach, at the
Portland and Seattle seminars.
Part of the presentation will be regarding the newly
presented Learning Connection. PSIA-AASI has
long held a student centered focus. In doing so, it
has produced a plethora of support material. What
has been missing in all the material, is a definition,
in a practical and usable format, of what being student centered really is. As the teams dug into the
idea, it became very clear that there are three key
areas of competence that a successful instructor
must balance to direct an effective student centered
learning experience.
People Skills / Technical Skills / Teaching
Skills. Come learn more about this at Fall Seminar. You can read about Interski by going to
http://www.interski-2015.org/en/.

Rob was on the PSIA
Alpine Team from 1996
to 2004, and this is his
third, and last term, as
Alpine Team Coach;
he will be resigning as
coach at the end of this
season. His teaching
career began in 1983
at Wilmot Mountain in
Wisconsin, where he was a staff trainer and USSA
Masters race coach.
In 1987, he moved to Utah to finish school at the
University of Utah, and continued teaching skiing at
Snowbird Ski and Summer Resort. 25 years later…
he’s still there. Time as an instructor, children’s
school supervisor, training coordinator, and private
lessons manager, have lead to Rob’s current job
as the Assistant Director for the school, and a summer gig running resort service training. Time away
from work usually involves his daughter Amelia,
Rob says, “anything she’s into, I’m into.”
Photos of Kim and Rob credit Doug Usher. Bios in
part from thesnowpros.org.
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morning Course
Offerings: 8:30am
Adaptive, It’s not that complicated!:
Lane, Priest, Maas. Come experience how a simple
game plan can promote an effective learning environment. Sometimes we over-think the teaching / learning
process. Using real world Adaptive and Alpine lesson examples, we will review, and work with, tools that help us
focus on the key fundamental elements of a successful
Adaptive Snow sport lesson plan.
Building Powerful Progressions:
Michael Drake. What is a progression? Why do we
do them? What is an exercise vs. a progression? Where
do they begin, and where do they end? How and why
is flexibility important? This session explores this very
important teaching element of what separates a master teacher from the merely ordinary. Bring your ideas,
and expect an interactive session as we deconstruct….
and then reconstruct, the elements of effective, powerful
progressions!
Building Rapport and More:
Regina Eilertson. During this session we will breakdown the first bullet of the teaching cycle. You will learn
fast and easy ways to connect and build rapport with
students from a therapist. Get the secrets on how to use
everything from your stance to your vocabulary to help
students feel comfortable.
Developing Athleticism off the Slopes! :
Jenn Lockwood. Learn how to develop and improve the
fundamental movements necessary for efficient skiing
when OFF the snow, so you can maximize your training
time ON the snow. Learn how cognitive development of
ski specific movements on dry land transfer to on the
slope improvements and how incorporating ski specific
conditioning components (balance, mobility, agility,
power, and strength) will help you to become a more
proficient skier with better proprioceptive awareness,
balance in motion, enhanced coordination and
minimized risk of injury. Come with workout clothes and
athletic shoes.
Movement Analysis: 101:
Jaime Clarke. Getting ready to start teaching the
upcoming season? Feel like you can do some movement
analysis but not feeling as confident as you would like?
Maybe you are newer to teaching or preparing for an
exam and want to make sure you can answer “What do
you see in their skiing?”, then this topic is just for you.
We will go through the basics of movement analysis,
review a few different ways of doing it and then practice
applying movement analysis on real skiers.
Renewing Vows: A Focus on the Fundamentals:
Dave Rowe. PSIA and USSA continue to partner to
define great skiing and in 2014, both organizations renewed their vows to focus on the fundamentals. More
specifically, PSIA updated its National Standards and defined “Five Skiing Fundamentals”. Similarly, USSA rolled
out a “recalibration” of slalom technique grounded in a
foundation of fundamentals. This session will compare
and contrast these models to give instructors of all abilities an expanded view of the skills concept as well as
how the skills concept relates to desired outcomes.

Taking the Mystery out of the Journey:
Andy Rubesch. Thinking about a certification exam this
season or somewhere in the near future? You will leave
this session with a clear training plan to assist you in
your educational journey as you prepare for when the
time is right to take your Level 2 or Level 3 certification exam. We will discuss training resources that are
available, how to know if you are ready for a certification exam, what things to possibly expect in the exam
environment and any other of those fun journey pieces.
You will be able to map out your training and set personal benchmarks throughout the season or seasons,
to keep yourself on track to maximize your success as a
snowsport professional and have the accomplishment of
passing the exam.
Teaching Kids; Motivation... yours and theirs!:
Michael Birch-Jones. Everything seems to go well for
you with your kids lesson, until you hit the wall, right
about the same time they do. Is it motivation, participation, collaboration or some other “ION” word you can
think of? In this session we will explore the pros and
cons of different facets of motivation and how it changes
from one class to the next. Come prepared to discuss
learning preferences, the science behind motivation and
how you can enhance your and your class’s experience
with useful tools.

afternoon Course
Offerings: 1:00PM
Adaptive: Look and Please Touch:
Lane, Priest, Maas. Get up close and personal with
the equipment we use to make snow sports accessible to
all. You will be surprised at how much you already know
about adaptive sliding on snow.
Brain Games for Instructors:
Regina Eilertson. Learn about how the brain learns
new information, how the brain “sees” and “hears” and
how to apply this to your teaching this winter.
Children’s MA Analysis: How Good is Your Eye?:
Michael Birch-Jones. We spend a lot of time deciding
what kids can and cannot do at certain ages but what
is really good skiing at different stages of development?
And would you be able to recognize it? How good is your
eye? Join us for some great kid’s video clips and plan to
participate in a hands-on movement analysis session.
Equipment set up and the Five Fundamentals:
Michael Drake. The new PSIA Alpine Manual updates
and reframes the skills concepts, and with it, you may
have been hearing and reading about the five fundamentals of good skiing. In this session, we’ll review these fundamentals, in a context and focus on how our boot and
binding set up, our “foundation”, affects our successful
execution of the skills. How, when and which muscles
and joints to use, to achieve our desired outcomes, keys
off what our boot and ski set up may allow…are your
boots enhancing….or limiting your movements? This is
not an individual boot fitting session, but is oriented towards issues that develop with too much…or too little…
of the basic boot set up parameters. Bringing your boots
is optional.

Fall Seminar
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Fundamental Drills:
Jenn Lockwood. Grow your “bag of tricks” as an instructor. Learn drills/exercises you can perform at home,
stationary and on the slopes that will help you and your
clients develop the correct body movements to positively
affect your sliding skills. Applying the five fundamentals
to improve your skills - ability to edge, pressure and rotate the ski. This session will help broaden your understanding of the five fundamentals and generate discussion of how drills and exercises can assist in changing
movement patterns.
New Ways for those old tricks:
Andy Rubesch. Looking for something more than just
another progression to develop your teaching? This session will take time tested classroom teaching strategies
and apply them to snowsports. Strategies will include
things such as organizing and moving your classes on
the hill, planning tactics to help you apply your “bag of
tricks” and fine tune your time with clients into more cohesive lessons. Be ready to start this winter with new
ways to engage and lead your students. Raise your
game by developing your teaching skills!
Skiing through Planes:
Dave Rowe. Odds are you’ve coached people (or been
coached) to “Get forward!”, “Move your center of mass!”
or “Turn your feet and legs underneath a quiet upper
body!” This session will explore these and other common
coaching tips through a planes-of-motion framework.
We will evaluate how our anatomy moves, analyze how
these movements affect skill blending, develop ways to
self-diagnose inefficient movement patterns and selfprescribe drills/exercises to remedy inefficient movement
patterns for purposes of developing mastery toward the
PSIA National Standards with respect to Alpine skiing.
What does “good” teaching mean to you?:
Jaime Clarke. Share what “good” teaching means from
your perspective. Explore common themes and experiences. Sometimes the lessons/clinics we take are amazing and sometimes they miss the mark. What makes the
difference between mind blowing experiences and those
that fall flat? In this topic we are going to capture our beliefs of what makes for great teaching, from the student’s
perspective. We will start with cataloging experiences
and connecting them to existing teaching tools. We will
dig into the evolution of contemporary teaching moves
that we can learn from and blend into our own teaching
to improve the learning experience for students.

are you a TRAINER
or DCL WHO
planS to attend
Fall Seminar?
Then please take note: This is the first event of the
Tech Series program. Trainers must submit their
seasonal Tech Series Program Application and pay
the Program Fee to attend Fall Seminar. Trainers
and DCLs must also then complete a Tech Series
Event Application for this event.
For Trainer, DCL and Tech Series information go to:
PSIA-NW.ORG/Tech-Zone

FALL 2015
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2015 Fall Seminar Event Application
check this box if there are any changes to your contact info from last season

Name

Email Address

Cert Level

Address

City

State

Cell Phone #

Alt Phone (please indicate type)

Home

Member #

Zip

Work

PLEASE CHECK ONE LOCATION

Spokane Metro

Portland Metro

October 24, 2015
Gonzaga University

Lunch Options: turkey/sharp cheddar, or roast
beef/cheddar, or hummus avocado veggie wrap. All come
with potato salad, brownie, water......$15.50

Seattle Metro

October 31, 2015
Lewis and Clark College

November 1, 2015 **
Seattle Pacific University

Lunch Options: turkey, or roast beef or veggie deli. All
come with chips, whole fruit and drink......$12.00

Lunch Option: turkey breast/cheddar/kaiser roll, or roast
beef/cheddar/ciabatta, or roasted veggie club/ciabatta.
All come with potato salad, brownie, water......$15.50

** Seattle participants: November 1 ends daylight savings time and we fall back 1 hour, so don’t be too early! **
PLEASE CHOOSE YOUR MORNING AND AFTERNOON TOPICS

Morning Topic (8:30 - 10:30am)

Afternoon Topic

First Choice

First Choice

Second Choice

Second Choice

(1:00 - 3:00 pm)

Course placement is based on your selections and space available. Some sessions may not be offered due to minimum number of signups.
PAYMENT DETAILS - PRICES ARE PER PERSON
$70 early bird price on or before October 16
$85 after October 16
$ _________ Lunch Option (see price above)
Choice:

Turkey

Roast Beef

$____________ Your Total

Veggie

MAIL WITH CHECK OR CREDIT CARD INFO TO PSIA-NW:

338 N. Wenatchee Avenue, Wenatchee, WA 98801
FAX WITH CREDIT CARD INFO TO:

206.241.2885

EMAIL US: INFO@PSIA-NW.ORG

SAVE TIME!
REGI STER
ON -LINE @
PS IA -NW.ORG

Applications received after deadline will be accepted pending space
availability only. No refunds or cancellations unless injured and unable to
participate in an indoor session per doctor’s note; a $25 processing fee will
be applied to approved refunds.

LIABILITY RELEASE FORM (you must sign this release before attending any PSIA-NW event):

Recognizing that skiing/boarding can be a hazardous sport, I hereby RELEASE AND FOREVER DISCHARGE PSIA-NW, PNSIA-EF, the host area and their
agents and employees and contractors from liability for any and all injuries of whatever nature arising during or in connection with the conduct of the
event for which this application is made. Applicant hereby relinquishes and assigns to PSIA-NW and PNSIA-EF all rights to the use of Applicant’s name
and likeness or pictorial representation in photographs, motion pictures or other representations concerning Applicant’s participation in said Event.
Participant Signature_____________________________________________________________________Date__________________________________
Credit Card Payments

PLEASE READ LATE FEE AND CANCELLATION POLICY ABOVE IN PAYMENT DETAILS BOX.

X
CREDIT CARD NUMBER (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)
CREDIT CARD TYPE
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Visa

MC

AMEX

NW SNOWSPORTS INSTRUCTOR

DIS

3 or 4 Digit
CVC Code

EXP. DATE
(MM/YY)

YOUR SIGNATURE

NEWS TICKER
PSIA-AASI CEO MARK DORSEY STEPS DOWN
After many years of service PSIA-AASI announced
in July that long-time Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Mark Dorsey was stepping down to accept a chief
executive position with another association outside
of the ski and snowboard industry. Mark served as
CEO for nine years and in the organization for more
than 25 years. Tom Spies is the Interim CEO and
Finance Director, CFO while the search for a new
CEO is underway.
MIKE PHILLIPS ELECTED AS CERTIFICATION VP
At the Spring 2015 PSIA-NW Board Meeting Mike
Phillips was elected as the new Certification VP
taking over for Chris Thompson, who served from
2009 to 2015. Read Mike’s report on page 7. Mike
Phillip is a 30+ year member, Alpine Examiner and
current member of the PSIA-NW Technical Team.
INTERSKI 2015 IN ARGENTINA
For the first time in history, a country of the southern hemisphere was chosen as the official host of
Interski 2015. Argentina, the city of Ushuaia and
Cerro Castor ski resort, was the space where the
World Interski Congress took place on September 5-9, 2015. The Interski Congress is one of the
most important technical and academic meeting
of snowports professionals from around the world.
Look for some great video on the web showcasing
the various styles and approaches of the various
countries who participate.

RENOVATIONS AT WHITEFISH
The Summit House is undergoing a 2 year renovation. First phase (for this coming season) adds a
mezzanine level and main floor bathrooms. Next
summer the food court get a gut and remodel. The
beginner terrain at the top of Chair #9 has been resculpted to be much wider and at a more consistent grade. This will help in taking some pressure
off of the magic carpet.
JEREMY RISS NAMED VP OF RESORT AND
COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS AT MEADOWS
Jeremy Riss has been promoted to Vice President
of Resort and Commercial Operations. Meadows
implemented a kids outdoor education and adventure camp at the hill this past summer, which included daily transportation to and from the resort.
They will also be continuing their Meadows to the
People (MTP) promoting Snowboarding and Skiing
at events around the Portland area.
MIKE PETERS JOINS BLUEWOOD
Mike Peters is named the new Snowsports Director
at Ski Bluewood.
SPOUT SPRINGS FOR SALE
Interested in owning your own little slice of chair
accessed heaven? Spout Springs is available for a
cool $1.25mil – think of the backyard parties you
could have. It’s been around since the 1920’s, lot
of history.

DUANE STUTZMAN JOINS CRYSTAL MOUNTAIN
Duane Stutzman, is joining Crystal Mountain as the
new Snowsports Director, coming most recently
from Breckenridge where he was the ski school
manager. Terrain based teaching will be set up on
the Discovery chair. Three state of the art pump
guns have been purchased and will be utilized on
the lower mountain.

Mt. BACHELOR IMPROVEMENTS
The Mt. Rippers room is going through an expansion, getting those 3 ½ - 5 year olds better ready
to rip.

SUMMIT LODGE AT SCHWEITZER
July 2015, Schweitzer Mountain Resort began
construction of a new summit lodge. The 13,000
sq. ft., 3 story summit lodge will offer an amazing
venue for on-mountain dining and relaxation with
a full service restaurant & bar, cafeteria, lodging
accommodations, space for group functions and
a new home for ski patrol dispatch. Completion is
anticipated for the fall of 2016.

MT. SPOKANE EXPANDS TERRAIN
Mt. Spokane’s terrain expansion was approved by
Washington State Parks last November and the
pre-construction/permitting process is nearing
completion. Construction is expected to begin very
soon, which will add seven new runs and another
chairlift and funding was also approved for major improvements to the main lodge, the special
events lodge, and a new Guest Services Building.
The Mt. Spokane Nordic Area also received funding
for significant improvements.

SUN MOUNTAIN AND LOUP LOUP THANKFUL
At the time of this writing, Sun Mountain and Loup
Loup are thankful the fire has again avoided their
trails and are safe. Thank you fire fighters.
49° NORTH STARTS EXPANSION
Expansion started into East Basin for the Sunrise
Basin Community project, and two yurts were purchased to set up food and beverage services at the
bottom of Chair 5. Snowmaking operations are ongoing with two new SMI Wizard fan guns to cover
all of Chair #3 (beginner hill) and the base area.

SILVER MOUNTAIN OPERATES 7 DAYS A WEEK
Silver is going from a five day to a seven day per
week operation this season.

WORLD’S LARGEST SKI & SNOWBOARD LESSON
At a resort near you at 10 a.m. on Friday, January 8, 2016, we’re going to set a new Guinness
World Record for the most skiers learning to ski
and snowboard at one time! Ski and snowboard
resorts throughout the U.S. will be offering a beginner lesson in an effort to set the Guinness Book of
World Records for the largest ever. Check with your
ski and snowboard school to see how you can be
part of the World Record! For more details go to:
http://learntoskiandsnowboard.org/

NATIONAL TEAM SELECTION YEAR
The 2015-16 Season will host the PSIA-AASi National Team Tryouts in Breckenridge, Colorado. The
2016 selection will be a comprehensive process
enabling PSIA-AASI to select the nation’s best instructors to represent the association at the highest level. The outcome of this process will be a
team that embodies three attributes outlined by the
Teams Taskforce. Northwest members who have
submitted their application packet to the National
Team’s selection are: Brad Jacobson (alpine), Rick
Lyons (alpine), Jeremy Riss (alpine) and Greg
Dixon (telemark). Incumbent NW members Dave
Lyon and David Lawrence are not required to apply
and may be part of the tryout pool if they choose to
attend the tryout.
PSIA-AASI + IMBA PARTNER TO PROMOTE
OUTDOOR RECREATION
PSIA-AASI announced they have partnered with
the International Mountain Bicycling Association
(IMBA) to promote year-round outdoor recreation
through top-level instruction, information exchange, and shared content. Since the Ski Area
Recreational Opportunity Enhancement Act was
signed into law in 2011, allowing area operators
to greatly expand their on-hill summer activities,
mountain bike use on ski slopes has exploded,
creating a wealth of new trails and new programs.
The result has been a steady increase in ski area
visits in the summer, and new employment opportunities for seasonal employees—such as ski and
snowboard instructors.
DESPITE LOW SNOW IN 2014-15 PSIA-NW FINANCIALLY SOUND
At the Spring 2015 PSIA-NW Board Meeting Kirsten
Huotte, PSIA-NW Executive Director and Diana Suzuki, PSIA-NW Financial VP reported that despite
the low snow year events operated and members
participated keeping the organization in the black.
New memberships are naturally less than normal
due to the low snow season, However, unlike the
2004-2005 season PSIA-NW was able to weather
the season without reducing member services. Agile responses to weather outlooks and adjustments
to venues as needed made for a challenging but
overall successful season.

Want to stay in the
loop?
Follow the PSIA-NW Facebook page at:
www.facebook.com/psianw AND subscribe the the
PSIA-NW RSS feed with your browser or email client. Don’t know that that means? Go here with your
browser or add this URL to your email clients subscriptions: http://www.psia-nw.org/feed/
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As the Bullwheel Turns
by Kirsten Huotte
PSIA-NW Executive
Director
What’s a bullwheel you say
and what does it have to do
with us? It’s the workhorse
of the chairlift, spinning and
spinning round and round,
taking passengers on its
ride. Providing us, the passengers, the transport into the snowy hills and valleys at our resorts to make turn after turn. It gives
us the opportunity to sit and talk with the guests at
the hill or the client we are working with – getting
to know them and building relationships. It also
provides the ride none of us want to take – that
ride around after missing the unload here mark.
With the promise of another season in the air, here
we are again. Waiting for the bullwheel to start
spinning in preparation to transport all of us, once
again, to the top of the hill.
It’s been a busy summer for the organization with
multiple working groups looking at growth and retention topics, education and the learner, training,
updates for the Level I to meet the national standards and more. No wonder the summer seemed
like it came and went in the blink of an eye.

Note About
Lift Tickets
PSIA-NW is grateful for the generous
support of our certification and
educational programs by the host resorts. Events
indicate that lift tickets are
denoted with a
provided to non-pass holders by the host area.
Where an event is supported by the host area it is
denoted in the event description.
Many resorts are able to fully support our
educational event offerings, while some are
not. Details can be found on the psia-nw.org
website regarding specific individual event
lift ticket information.
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So what is in store for us this season? We are
hoping enormous amounts of snow throughout
the region, bringing much needed moisture back
to our scorched areas and giving us an excellent
playground for the winter. Many areas struggled
in their operations last season, with some instructors sadly able to count their days on snow with
just two hands. Our organization was so fortunate
last season with the support it received from area
operators as we moved event locations when the
scheduled area would have to close. It was quite
the season for really understanding flexible and agile in a four state geographic area.
Continuing from last season, we are still focused on
growing the sport and the “all hands on deck” call.
You could say last season really didn’t kick things
off the best, so we are ready to hit the messaging
hard this season. Initiatives still being promoted,
learn to ski and snowboard and the bring a friend
challenge. Also across the nation, schools will be
working together to have the biggest lesson ever
– more can be found on that by visiting http://bit.
ly/1KQP1TU. Instructors still have one of the most
impactful experiences with the mountain guest, be
it during a lesson or as our actions are watched
throughout the resort environment, remember we
are ambassadors to the sport in everything we do.
Here is to a great season full of fun and learn-

Fall Seminar
OCTOBER

24
OCTOBER

31

Opener Event

A “not to miss” kickoff to the
season, Fall Seminar, is the
place to be to learn about it for
the first time or to hear it again
in preparing for the season.
This indoor, all day (8:003:30) seminar offers many
topics for the new instructor or
the seasoned pro.

Each year a keynote speaker
is brought in for a large group
presentation to help inspire
you. Offered in three locations
around the Northwest, more
information is available online.
All disciplines welcome as well as non-PSIA
members. See pages 8-10 for details.
1-day event, 1-season credit, cost: $70

1
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Kirsten Huotte is the Executive Director of PSIA-NW,
and is certified Snowboard Level 3, Alpine Level
2 and is a CS2. Email her: kirsten@psia-nw.org

Spring Fling

skiandsnowboardmonth.org

Indoor Season-

NOVEMBER

ing, both for ourselves and our guests. We look
forward to seeing you on the hill, doing what you
do, inspiring those around you with your love of
the sport. There was a sign I saw the other day,
it said “Inspire Someone” and I think that is a
great way to look towards this season before us.
Keep inspiring!M

APRIL

23

Seattle Metro Area
seattle pacific
university

Tailored after its bigger cousin,
Fall Seminar, Spring Fling
is designed for your end-ofseason wrap up to solidify topics you have been
working on during the season or to give you ideas/
information to ponder over the summer.
bringafriend.org

Either way, you won’t be disappointed. This indoor
session runs from 9-2 with an 8:30am registration
time. Topics and more information will be posted
on-line at the psia-nw.org website. Offered in the
Seattle area. All disciplines welcome as well as
non-PSIA members.
1-day event, 1-season credit, cost: $65

MULTI-DAY EVENTS

Track Fall
College
DECEMBER

sun mountain

Ready for lots of skiing and
general trackster fun as usual?
You’ll be exploring the Methow
Valley trails again this year
led by the top track gurus in
the Northwest. What more
could you ask for? The clinic
topics are broad enough to
accommodate
your
goals
and desires: ski improvement concepts and
teaching concepts, in both Classic and Skate.
And you’re welcome to attend either one day or
both. Track specific. More information as well as
the event application can be found on-line at the
psia-nw.org website.
2-day event, 2-season credit, Cost: $130 or
1-day event, 1-season credit, Cost: $65

12-13

Immersion
JANUARY

mission ridge

You Looking at You – Ready
to delve into your skiing?
Gain greater insight on your
movements and the patterns
you’ve developed? Dig deeper
in your understanding of
FEBRUARY
you, how you learn and
process information and apply
it to your skiing? If so, this
coaching-intense session is for
you. Led by PSIA-NW Technical
Team members and some
guest clinicians, the program
begins indoors in Wenatchee
the evening before the first on-snow day. The onsnow days include indoor evening sessions as well.
Supported by Mission Ridge. Full 3-day Immersion
or 2-day condensed version. Alpine specific.
First event is a 3-day on-snow + evening
event, 2-season credit, Cost: $325
Second event is a 2-day on-snow + evening
event, 2-season credit, Cost: $225

1-4

3-5

ABC’s of
Exploration
JANUARY

alyeska resort

This is a chance of a lifetime.
Take a trip to Girdwood, Alaska
and participate in a 3-day event
that will rival anything in the
lower 48. Skiing in Alaska is
very civilized. We’ll get started
at 10am, then ski until around
4 or so, then head over to the
slope-side aprés ski scene for a
little R&R Alaska-style. You’ll be
challenged in the Outer Areas or enjoy awesome
groomers while improving your skiing with small
group sizes.

20-22

Enjoy slope-side accommodation with ski-in/skiout lodging at The Hotel Alyeska. Check on-line at
the PSIA-NW.ORG website for lodging deals.
Alpine specific. Supported by Alyeska Resort.
3-day event, 2-season credit, Cost: $350

Divisional
Academy
MARCH

MISSION RIDGE

Divisional Academy is a
spectacular three-day event led
by current and past Northwest
Technical Team Members and
other talented Divisional staff
who will be at your disposal
for personal improvement. You
will group up with others who
have similar goals while you
work (and play) for the next three days. Open to
any member in good standing. Thank you Mission
Ridge for supporting this event with complimentary
lift tickets. Alpine and Snowboard specific.
3-day event, 2-season credit, cost: $335

11-13

Spring Symposium
Winter Blast
FEBRUARY

crystal mountain

Come find out why this
is our premiere National
Demonstration Team event.
“What’s the National Team?”
you
ask.
Our
National
Team
is
comprised
of
the best of the best from
throughout the country. They
are full time professionals in the
field who are excited to come share their passion
of skiing with you. Improve your skiing with
PSIA National Alpine Team Members at Crystal
Mountain. You’ll be treated to breakfast each
morning, an aprés ski with clinicians Monday
afternoon and lunch with the group on Tuesday.
See what all the hype is about! Small class sizes
guaranteed. Supported by Crystal Mountain.
Alpine specific.
2-day event, 2-season credit, cost: $335

22-23
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APRIL

SUN VALLEY

Start planing now for an
awesome time Sun Valley
style! With another season
wrapped up it will be time to
celebrate with the rest of the
division in saying, “that’s a
wrap.” We’re ready to ski and
ride into summer with this endof-the-season bash that has
been a Northwest tradition for almost 50 years!
This two-day event (three if you participate in Free
Clinic Friday) showcases our talented clinicians in
a myriad of clinic choices, ranging from everything
under the sun, pun intended.

8-10

Symposium clinic participants will receive
discounted lift tickets. For lodging information go
to PSIA-NW.ORG.
2-day event, 2-season credit, cost: $200
1-day event option, 1-season credit, cost $100
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SPECIALIST
Specialist programs have prerequisites. Please see the psia-nw.org website for details. The dates shown next to the Specialist category state that a specialist
event is happening on those dates. Check the on-line event calendar for specific details.

,
Children s
Specialist
DECEMBER

12-13

JANUARY

26-26

CS
©

The premise of the Children’s
Specialist Standard is based
upon the concepts of “levels of
understanding” levels that define stages of learning within
degrees of understanding.
Participants will be held to the
knowledge and performance
standards of the level at which
they are participating as well
as the criteria for all preceding
levels.

Children’s Specialist 1 (CS1)
To participate in the CS1 two
day clinic the participant must
hold a Level I certification or
higher, have access to the
Children’s Instruction Manual,
MARCH
Second Edition, 2008 and
possess a willingness to fully
engage and participate in the
two day event. Children’s Specialist Foundations is a prerequisite to taking CS1 unless
the participant can provide
20 documented teaching
hours of the child client. The
CS1 packet of information
and workbook are available
by accessing the PSIA-NW
website and downloading the material located on the Children’s page. The expectation
is that the workbook is diligently completed,
to the best of the participant’s ability, before
the clinic.

19-20

Children’s Specialist 2 (CS2)
To participate in the CS2 two day clinic the participant must hold a Level II certification or higher,
have access to the Children’s Instruction Manual,
Second Edition, 2008, and possess a willingness
to fully engage, teach and participate in the two
day event. A minimum one full season separation
between participating in the CS1 and pursuing
CS2 is required.
Children’s Specialist 1 or 2: 2-day
event, 2-season credit, Cost: $150

Freestyle
Specialist
JANUARY

25-26

MARCH

19-20

APRIL

23-24

NW SNOWSPORTS INSTRUCTOR

©

Freestyle Specialist 1 (FS1)
A two day course available to
any Level I or higher PSIA-AASI
member who has successfully completed the Foundations course or has 20 documented (email from director or
trainer) hours of teaching the
freestyle client.
FS1 explores the fundamentals
identified in the Foundations
course with specific focus on
the beginning to intermediate
park rider. An additional component of the program is completion of the FS1 workbook.
A FS1 certificate is awarded
based upon the degree of participation and understanding
including the knowledge and
comprehension and application and analysis of course
material and completion of
the workbook.

Freestyle Specialist 2 (FS2)
This is a certificate base course and participants
will be assessed through completion of the
workbook, active participation and coaching
during the session and their riding at the
appropriate performance level. The completed
workbook must be received by PSIA-NW no later
than two weeks before the event being signed
up for. Successful completion of the Freestyle
Specialist 1 is a pre-requisite for the Freestyle
Specialist 2 and successful completion of the
Freestyle Specialist 2 is a pre-requisite for taking
the Freestyle Specialist 3.
Freestyle Specialist 1 & 2: 2-day
event, 2-season credit, Cost: $150

NOTE: all specialist programs have a workbook
component that must be completed and submitted
to the office 14 days before the on-snow portion
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Senior
Specialist
DECEMBER

19-20

JANUARY

25-26

SS
©

Senior Specialist 1 (SS1)
A two day course available
to any Level I or higher PSIA
member who has successfully
completed the Senior Specialist Foundations course or has
20 documented (letter from
director or supervisor) hours
of teaching the adult learner.
There is a mandatory workbook that can be found on the
Senior Specialist downloads
page.

Senior Specialist 2 (SS2)
A two day course available
to any Level II or higher PSIA
member who has successfully
completed the SS1 course one
MARCH
season or more prior to the
SS2. The SS2 includes a teaching component and a rigorous
curriculum focusing on the
beginning through advanced
skier applying concepts, tactics and theory specific to
coaching the senior learner.
This includes a deeper exploration into the cognitive and affective attributes of a senior as well as
identification of movement pattern techniques for
the advanced level skier.
Senior Specialist 1 or 2: 2-day event,
2-season credit, Cost: $150

19-20

What is Specialist
Training?
So are you stuck in a rut? Lessons seem to repeat
over and over? Creativity low? Looking for better
ways to get that kid out of a wedge, or ways to
relate to the “Baby Boomers” that are retiring and
coming to your resort? Is your freestyle coaching
feedback, “Hit it harder, bro!” … well is it?
Boost your teaching with one of these multiday educational events giving you the Specialist
Training you need. This is not your general clinic;
these events require your undivided attention,
some prerequisites and in return you will earn
in-depth details and methodologies for teaching
in these specialized areas: Children, Freestyle or
Seniors.

CERTIFICATION

2016 Exams
Alpine
Level 2 and 3
Mission Ridge – January 28-29
Schweitzer – March 26-27
Stevens – April 2-3
Meadows – April 16-17

Snowboard
Level 2
Mission Ridge – January 28-29
Schweitzer – March 26-27
Stevens – April 2-3
Meadows – April 16-17
Level 3
Stevens – April 2-3
Meadows – April 16-17

Certification
Training
JANUARY

12

Central oregon
(South), seattle
(west), spokane (east)

WEST

Combination of indoors and onsnow sessions with start dates
as noted to the left. The indoor
component is an essential
tool for helping you prepare
SOUTH
for your Level II or Level III
exams. Indoor session covers
movement analysis, technical
JANUARY
knowledge plus a whole lot
more. On-snow sessions build
on the indoor content.
EAST
Multi-day event with indoor
and on-snow sessions,
2-season credit, cost: varies by area - please
see website for details about locations.
Start dates are indicated above by region.
JANUARY

13
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Telemark
Level 2 and 3
Stevens – April 2-3

Nordic
Level 2 and 3
Stevens Pass Nordic
Center – March 5-6

Alpine,
Snowboard &
Telemark Written
Exams are
Now On-line!
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE!

Adaptive
Snowboard
Cog/VI - Snoqualmie – March 26
Alpine
Mono/Bi – Schweitzer – March 26
3 Track/4 Track – Schweitzer – March 27
3 Track/4 Track – Stevens – April 2
Mono/Bi – Stevens – April 3
Cog/VI – Meadows – April 16
Mono/Bi – Meadows – April 17

New this season and the best option of them all:
take your written exam on-line anytime that is convenient for you. Get the details on the PSIA-NW.
ORG website. Sign up on-line and take the exam
from the convenience of your own home. Preregistration is required for scheduled written exams,
like all other events. On-line exams can be taken at
anytime. All written exams must be completed with
a passing score no less than 30 days prior to the
on-snow exam module you intend to take.
Cost: $20 per exam.

Alpine & Snowboard Mock
Exams
Multiple Dates and Locations

This mock exam serves as checkpoint on your
certification journey. It will cover both skiing or riding skill assessment and teaching
and give feedback relative to where you are on
your pathway for your upcoming exam. Alpine,
snowboard or telemark. Open to Level I or II
members only.
1-day event, 1-season credit, Cost: $70

Alpine &
Snowboard
Exam Modules
multiple Dates and Locations: see
dates to the left. Level II & III skiing or riding
module one day and/or teaching/professional
knowledge the other day. The exam is split up
into two modules/components – take the entire
exam in one weekend or season or split it up and
spread it out. Alpine and/or snowboard specific
exam modules. Please refer to the Alpine and/or
Snowboard Certification Guide(s) for pre-requisites
to taking these exams. Note the Snowboard Level
III exam is offered at Stevens Pass and Mt. Hood
Meadows only.
1-day per module, 1-season credit,
Cost: $115 per module

Telemark Exam
LII & LIII
APRIL

2-3

STEVENS PASS

Skiing and teaching over the
course of two days. Level II and
Level III. Exam checkpoint clinic
is optional but encouraged for
preparation for the exam.
2-day exam, 2-season credit,
Cost: $230

Check the website for Adaptive
specific exam information.
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THE HOW TOS
Always check the event calendar at WWW.PSIA-NW.ORG/EVENTS

Be sure to look on-line for more detailed event information like one-day event descriptions, lodging deals
for multi-day events, certification guides and more.

How to sign up for events
All the events listed in this Season Guide have the
full details available at PSIA-NW.ORG/EVENTS.
From an event detail page you can get the full event
description, click to sign up on-line or download a
printable/fax-able event application. It’s so easy.

TO AVOID A LATE FEE, SIGN UP EARLY. Registration
less than 14 days prior, is on space-available basis, and assessed a $15 late fee for one-day events
and $40 late fee for two-day events.

2011/12 - OFFICE USE ONLY

Education & Certification Event Applic

Participant Information

Alpine

Email Address

Mailing Address

City

Event must have a minimum number of sign ups
to occur. The best way to insure an event will happen is to sign up early - tell your friends and get a
group together that all plan to attend. If a minimum
number of sign ups have not been submitted the
event may not run - this includes exams.
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State

Exam Information

Certification Exam

TOTAL

Exam Location

EXAM LEVEL

LEVEL II

LEVEL III

(choose one or both)

Teaching/Professional Knowledge (Sunday)

Event Date

WRITTEN EXAM

$_________________

TO AVOID A LATE FEE, registration is required
14 days prior to an exam or education event.

If space is available, you will be assessed
a $15 per
day late fee. If you are injured and are unable
to
attend your event, we will deduct $25 per day
cancellation fee from your refund. REFUNDS
REQUIRE A NOTE FROM YOUR MEDICAL PROVIDER.
MAIL WITH CHECK TO:

PSIA-NW

Unless otherwise stated, all events check-in
at the
Day Lodge. Day Clinics begin promptly at 9:00am.

Exam Passed on (date)

All scheduled written exams will begin at 3:30pm.
Certification Training Series Written Exam
is
scheduled for 6:00pm.

Written Exam Location (proctor or ski school)

338 N. Wenatche Ave, Wenatchee, WA 98801
FAX WITH CREDIT CARD PAYMENT TO:

206.241.2885

TRAINING DIRECTOR’S SIGNATURE

(required for exams)

QUESTIONS? CALL OR EMAIL:

X

206.244.8541
info@psia-nw.org

LIABILITY RELEASE FORM (you

must sign this release before attending any
Recognizing that skiing/boarding can be a
PSIA-NW event):
hazardous sport, I hereby RELEASE AND FOREVER
agents and employees and contractors of each
DISCHARGE PSIA-NW, PNSIA-EF, ASEA, the
host area and
from liability for any and all injuries of whatever
of the event for which this application is made.
nature arising during or in connection with
the conduction
Applicant hereby relinquishes and assigns
to PSIA-NW
name and likeness or pictorial representation
in photographs, motion pictures or other representations and PNSIA-EF all rights to the use of Applicant’s
concerning Applicant’s participation in said
Event.
Participant Signature_________________________

________________________________

[v11/12]

____________Date_________________

Credit Card Payments

CREDIT CARD NUMBER (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)

Season Guide
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Event Fee
BASE FEE $_________________
LATE FEE $_________________

Skiing or Riding (Saturday)

Location

Zip

Payment Details

Exam Date

EXAM MODULES

Event Name

Adaptive

Certification Level

Secondary Contact Tel #

Education Event
Complete this area for all Educational Events
like
Day Clinics, Certification Training Series, Exam
Checkpoints, Level II-III Written Exams, Advanced
Children’s Endorsement, GS Camp, Divisional
Academy, Pre-Exam Clinics, Exam Orientation
Clinics, Senior Tour, Freestyle Clinics, Winter
Blast,
PDS Camp, Summer Ski Camps, etc.

Nordic

Discipline

Snowsports School

Primary Contact Tel #

CANCELLATIONS... More than 4 weeks prior: Full
Refund; 2 to 4 weeks prior: Refund less $25 administrative fee; Less than 2 weeks prior: No Refund except noted as follows: If you are unable to
attend an event due to injury or medical reason,
providing a signed note from your medical provider, your money will be refunded LESS a $25
administrative fee.

Snowboard

Member #

Event Information

Printed applications may be faxed or emailed to the
office for processing (please do NOT email credit
card information to the office). Before the event,
you will receive a confirmation email with details
specific to your event.

ation

update my records with this info

Name

X
EXP.DATE

YOUR SIGNATURE

_________________

Start planning now for...

Friday: Ski & Ride all day. Friday evening: No Host Reception
Saturday: Ski & Ride all day. Silent auction (6-7pm) & Awards Banquet (7-9pm). After-party 9pm - ?
Sunday: Ski & Ride all day. Head home with memories of a good time had by all!

Symposium2016
April 8-10 @ Sun Valley, Idaho
End of the Season Party with 350+ of
your closest friends!
Yahoo!!! Another season wrapped up and
what a time it’s been, now you are ready to
celebrate with the rest of the division in
saying, “that’s a wrap.” We’re ready to put
the icing on the cake with this end of the
season bash that has been a Northwest
tradition for almost 50 years!
This two day event (three if you participate in
the for fun clinic offered Friday) showcases
Northwest, Intermountain and Northern
Intermountain clinicians, in a myriad of topic
choices, ranging from everything under the
sun, pun intended.

This Spring we are are headed to Sun Valley,
Idaho. The fabled Sun Valley Lodge
accommodations have just undergone a
massive remodel, so it should be a fresh,
new experience if staying there.
Lodging rates are already available on the
PSIA-NW.ORG website. Rates starting from
$119/night for April 6-11, 2016. Book your
loding early as it will likely fill quickly due to
this multi-divsion event and other events
happening in Sun Valley this same weekend.
Speical lift ticket rates will be $48/day for
PSIA-AASI members and their family or
guests. Get all the details on the website.

For more information check out

www.psia-nw.org

XC & TELE EXAMS
Track PreExam Clinic
MARCH

stevens pass
nordic center

5

This pre-exam clinic is a must
attend in order to get ready for
the Track exam. Scheduled two
weeks before and the day before each Track exam.
1-day event, 1-season credit,
Cost: $70

Track Exam
LII & LIII
MARCH

6

stevens pass
nordic center

Skiing and teaching are assessed in a day-long process.
Level II or Level III. Pre-exam
clinic attendance is mandatory
before taking the exam.
1-day event, 1-season credit,
Cost: $115

CAMPS & MORE
Spring GS
Camp
APRIL/MAY

mt bachelor

Spring at Mt. Bachelor, video
and review, great coaching and
friends – where else do you
want to be in late April? Come
see why Mt. Bachelor is known
for its 300 days of sunshine,
high speed groomers and, when
combined with gates, makes for
an awesome GS camp! Thank
you Mt. Bachelor for your support. All alpine abilities welcome.
3-day event, 2-season credit, Cost: $280

29-1

Freestyle
Camp
APRIL/MAY

Venue TBA

How often do you get three
days of training specific to the
park and pipe? Great way to
better your own skills as well as
increasing your freestyle teaching bag of tricks. Ski and Snowboard specific and helmets recommended.
3-day event, 2-season credit, Cost: $240

29-1

alaska
Work Where
you play

Alyeska Resort is seeking experienced and Certified
Ski & Snowboard Instructors for the 2015/16 season.
apply online or contact:
Garth McPhie, Mountain Learning Center Director
907-754-2539 or gmcphie@alyeskaresort.com

AlyeskaResort.com
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800-880-3880

©HagePhoto

Alyeska Resort Job Fair
Wednesday, September 16 | 10 am - 3 pm
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New Pro? Let’s Go!
The “New Pro? Let’s Go!” clinic is designed specifically for instructors who took a Level I exam. If you
are not sure if your are eligible for this clinic please
contact the PSIA-NW office by phone or email and
we can confirm your eligibility and get you signed
up. This clinic is valid ONLY for instructors who
took their Level I during this season or last season.
Please Note: If you sign up for this event and do not
show up, a $25 cancellation fee will apply.
Some resorts support this event with lift tickets and
as support information becomes available it will be
posted online at psia-nw.org
1-day clinic, 1-season educational credit,
Cost: no additional charge as the event fee
is included as part of the Level I Exam!

TRAINERS
Tech Series
Calendar for
Trainers & DCLs
If you are a school trainer for your snow sports
school who has completed the Tech Series Program Application process, including paying the
seasonal program event fee then you are eligible
to attend any of the Tech Series events. All trainers
who are participating in the Tech Series Program
and all Divisional Staff (DCLs) are eligible to attend
any Tech Series event, however an application for
the Tech Series event must also be received at the
office on-time to both attend the event, and avoid
a late fee charge of $25. For a complete list and
Tech Series Program and Event Applications please
log onto the PSIA-NW website and head over to
the Tech Zone area for your trainer information and
applications.

Thank you resorts!
Many thanks to these resorts for their support of the 2014-15 season and for providing
member ticket pricing. Without their support
and in-kind contributions, our job(s) would
be a lot harder! We can’t thank you enough!

TECH SERIES CALENDAR
DATE

Event / LOCATION

Oct 24

Fall Seminar @ Spokane

Oct 31

Fall Seminar @ Portland

Nov 1

Fall Seminar @ Seattle

Nov 14-15

Tech Series Fall Training
@ Wenatchee

Dec 13-15

Track Trainer, DCL and Examiner
Training @ Sun Mountain

Dec 15

Tech Series @ Meadows

Dec 16

Tech Series @ Summit West

Dec 17

Tech Series @ Schweitzer

Jan 12

Tech Series @ Meadows

Jan 13

Tech Series @ Summit West

Jan 14

Tech Series @ Schweitzer

Feb 9

Tech Series @ Meadows

Feb 10

Tech Series @ Summit West

Feb 11

Tech Series @ Schweitzer

Mar 4-6

Tech Series Winter Training
@ Stevens Pass

Mar 26-27

Dear NW,
I can’t imagine what my life would
be like without you in it. You’ve given
my lifelong passion for sliding on
snow structure and predictability.
Your knowledge has provided me a
reliable form for crafting any lesson
and I always know when my next
ski day is. Rain... Snow... or Shine.
You include me in a membership
that is wildly diverse and dedicated
solely to everybody’s enhancement
of playing on the snow.
With your highest credential in hand I
could teach anywhere but why would I
leave the one who gives me so much.

Exam Shadow* @ Schweitzer

Apr 2-3

Exam Shadow* @ Stevens Pass

Apr 8-10

Tech Series Spring Training
@ Symposium - Sun Valley

Apr 16-17

Exam Shadow* @ Meadows

Thanks bunches Northwest
– you are the best.
Yours in skiing,
Burrell Jull
Bellingham, WA – Mt. Baker
Member since 1988

(†) Clinic Leader Training is for Level II or III staff trainers who are not official school trainers - see Tech Series
Event application for costs and details. (*) Trainers who
wish to shadow exams must have attended two days of Tech
Series Training in the current season to be eligible to participate; space is limited and determined on a first-come,
first-filled basis.
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Contributions

Training for next
season starts now
by Marc Schanfarber

Having just returned from shadowing a teaching
exam at Mt. Hood Meadows, I came across an
article titled “Next Season Starts Now” (see foot
note). It was an article geared toward ski racing,
but the ideas discussed apply to us all. Upon reflection of what I observed during the exam, what
follows is my vision of how a candidate can start
now, today, to reach the goals set for next season
and beyond.
The exam shadow experience was especially valuable because I got to witness the process from start
to finish – from the examiners introduction of the
day, to the candidates presenting their teaching
segments and sharing their professional knowledge through guided questions, to the evaluation
process, and then finally to the presentation of results. Some were successful in attaining the next
level of certification, some were not. Regardless
of the results, I would opine that most still have a
goal, or set of goals, to reach for their skiing and
teaching future. The big question is what are you
going to do, starting today, to prepare for your next
evolution?

I suggest a series of steps:
77 Evaluate the past season
77 Set goals and prepare a plan
77 Read educational resources
77 Prepare physically
77 Get started

Evaluate this Past Season

This past NW winter was a disappointment on the
weather side, but that is out of our control. Independent of how much snow your area did or didn’t get,
what went well? Did you improve physically, tech-

nically, mentally? In what areas did you improve or
make progress toward your goals? In what areas
can you improve? I encourage you to take the time
to answer these questions honestly, removing ego
and truly looking inward to list your successes and
areas for improvement.

Set Goals and Prepare a Plan

What are your goals? Write them down. Be it the
next level of certification, becoming better at skiing/riding bumps, trees, or steeps, or even a longer-term goal of not only further certification, but
divisional staff tryouts – having this written down
signifies that small, but very significant step of
commitment. Start with the longer term goal, what
you ultimately want to accomplish. Then ask yourself if that goals needs to be changed, either upward or downward, or if you are still on track for it.
Now set a seasonal goal for next winter.
Using feedback from those you train with and from
your own self-evaluation, set specific goals related
to physical conditioning, technical and tactical development, and mental training to achieve those
goals. These should be specific, such as frequency
of exercise like how many miles ridden on a bicycle
each week or a target weight. This way you can
wake up each day knowing just what you need to
do to progress toward those goals. It’s all about
preparation.

Read

Read the new Technical Manuals. Read the Core
Concepts manual. Watch videos on the PSIA-NW
website. Read the PSIA-NW Certification Guide and
familiarize yourself with the National Standards.
Read the 32 Degrees and the NW Snowsport Instructor articles (like this one). Sign up for the free
subscription to the Movement Matrix on the PSIAAASI National website and watch a variety of videos on skiing/riding and teaching. Find out if there
is a Movement Analysis group that gets together in
your area during the summer and fall.
I’ve come across many individuals that seemed to
feel if they taught enough lessons or just got out
on snow more to practice, they would improve just

through repetition. That may be true, but the process
is accelerated exponentially by reading the current
information provided by members of our organization and then applying it in practice. Summer provides many of us with “extra” time, often perceived
due to the longer amounts of daylight, but certainly
real. I challenge you to find time each week to read
something that will help prepare you for when the
snow returns. Keep your mind involved in the sport
instead of waiting until October, November, or even
December to reacquaint yourself.

Prepare Physically

Exercise. If you take the time between April and
November to actually use the muscles involved in
snowsports, increase your endurance and strength,
getting to a higher level of performance early in
the season will be much, much easier. To follow
the Nike slogan from the 90’s, “Just do it.” Yes, it’s
simple: Just. Do. It.
Most of us can find a way to make time for activity
outside of our busy daily schedules. Missing that
TV show for 30 or 60 minutes could allow for a
bike ride, a walk, a hike, swimming, anything. Or
do an activity while watching that show or game
that you just can’t miss. We work in a sport that
is a performance sport, it is not passive. Skiing
or riding yourself into shape doesn’t quite work. It
takes a long time, especially if you are a part-time
weekender, and I’d rather start the season performing well than waiting until I can get “in shape”. We
live in an area that offers skiing during the summer.
Find a way to go and slide on the Palmer snowfield
at Timberline in the summer if you can, or even
better ... head south of the equator.

Getting Started

OK, so you’ve gone over this past season and determined what worked and what didn’t, where to
improve. As stated earlier, what are you doing today to begin the next step in the learning process?
How many opportunities can you take advantage
of to begin some regular exercise? Have you taken
the five or ten minutes to look at the Certification
section of the PSIA-NW website?
To be prepared for exams, start now so you can
fully immerse yourself in the process, take the time
to develop a deeper understanding the sport and
how we move, and make the commitment to expand your knowledge and be physically ready. See
you on the snow soon. M
Marc Schanfarber is Certified
Level 3 Alpine, Level 3
Telemark, is a Children’s
Specialist 1 and Alpine Trainer
at 49 Degrees North. Email
him: schanfm@yahoo.com

New reading materials: Alpine and Snowboard Adult
Teaching Handbooks - available at PSIA-NW.ORG/shop
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Footnote: http://www.
skiracing.com/stories/
next-season-starts-now-2/

MEMBERSHIP INFO

new members ...
WELCOME ABOARD
by Kirsten Huotte, Executive Director

I’d like to take this opportunity to welcome all of our
new members to the organization. If you are a new
member this is probably
one of the first or second
newsletters you have received from PSIA-NW. You
should have received 32
Degrees and an official accessories catalog just a few weeks ago, which is
sent by the National organization. 32 Degrees has
lot’s of great articles and information about being a
snow pro, as does this publication.
This is just the beginning or your journey as a ski
and snowboard professional. There are so many
great resources for improving your craft and many
exclusive benefits available only to snow pros like
you.
Keep in mind that you also must maintain your current level of certification by taking a continuing education clinic or event for credit – this educational
course is offered by PSIA-NW. Your first continuing
education credit will most likely be a “New Pro?
Let’s Go!” clinic. This clinic is included as part of
your Level I Exam, but you need to sign-up and
attend this clinic. If you are new “this season” you
do not need to take a continuing education credit
until next season.
If you were new “last season” and also took your
Level I exam “last season”, your continuing education credit requirement is coming due this season.
But good news – there is a “New Pro? Let’s Go!”
clinic at a location hopefully near you. This clinic is
designed specifically for new instructors who took
a Level I exam. You can slide into a clinic with a
Divisional Clinic Leader (DCL), aka PSIA or AASI
Pro for a day of fun, skiing and riding. What’s great
about this clinic is your opportunity meet instructors just like you from other areas – plus it’s a lot
of fun!
This clinic is certainly not all about talk, or books,
or dues – it’s about having fun and sharing the passion for the mountain experience. Participants can
expect to share the day with fellow instructors, possibly from other schools, while skiing or riding with
a clinician who shares some information about the
organization, the educational opportunities and to
help them “Learn, Teach and Inspire” as a snowsport
education pro.
The “New Pro? Let’s Go!” clinic is valid ONLY for
new instructors who took their Level I during this
season or last season. Please Note: If you sign
up for this event and do not show up, a $25 can-

cellation fee will apply. Some resorts support this
event with lift tickets and as support information
becomes available it will be posted online at the
PSIA-NW.ORG website.

membership dues
are due june 30
2015-16 PSIA-NW and National Membership
Dues were due June 30, 2015. Annual membership dues billing occurs in April with payments due June 30 to avoid a late fee.
This newsletter issue is sent to all current and
non-renewed members. If you did not renew
your membership in June it’s NOT too late. You
can still pay your dues on-line or call Member
Services at (206) 244-8541 to maintain your
current membership status and continue to receive all member benefits.
Starting last April an email was sent each
month, and a reminder letter and invoice was
sent in May if you had not already paid. If you
have been procrastinating you can still renew
your membership by “check in the mail” or by
credit card by fax, over the phone or on-line at
PSIA-NW.ORG.
For more information about paying your member dues contact the office or renew on-line.

note to New
Members
about dues
If you are a new member who joined after
February 15 then your membership dues are
considered complimentary for the following
season, but you still must maintain your continuing education credit to “stay current”.
The New Pro? Let’s Go! clinic will provide you
the continuing education credit you need and
is complimentary as part of your Level I exam
fee (that’s a $65 value), if you took the Level I
exam this season or last season.

In addition to the
PSIA-AASI national offers be
sure to check out all the
exclusive NW only
member benefits
on the PSIA-NW.ORG website.
Go to the Membership
Menu then choose Member
Benefits or this URL:
http://www.psia-nw.
org/membership/
member-benefits/
Below is an abbreviated list
of vendors and suppliers
who offer special deals
to PSIA-NW members.

DaKine, Decked, Filson,
Helly-Hansen, Hoveland,
Ibex, K2 Skis and
Snowboards, Outdoor
Research, Pistil, Ski
Trainer, Snowpro Portal,
Skins, Smith, Sweetspot,
Ticla, Xevo plus Lift Ticket
Discounts, Educational
Materials, PSIA-AASI Logo
Business Cards and more!

See the New Pro? Let’s Go! clinic schedule
on-line.
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Growing Passion:
Lighting the Fire!

After the low snow year that limited the season for
most of us, I’m sure the promise of snow ... and
lots of it ... lights your fire.
There is a good chance that those of you reading
this share the passion to teach others the joy of
skiing and riding. There is an even better chance
that the population of those enthusiastic about the
coming season are feeling just like I do, anxious to
get it on. Are you ready to guide them to the best
experience possible? Take a good hard look at your
teaching, find a way to improve it, and do it! If there
was ever a time, it is now! This is a great time to
recognize everyone of you who powered through
the sketchy conditions last season and kept their
game on. Well done!
Thank you and a solid high five to those of you
who responded to the invitation for feedback in the
Spring 2015 issue of this publication, “Growing
Passion for the Mountain Experience”, where I specifically requested your response. By giving back,
you are leading the way to a new level of open
sharing among the family of snowsports educators. As you read you will find words and thoughts
refined from many rich experiences, that if taken
to heart and added to your own teaching content,
will enrich the experience of both you and of those
spending time with you in a lesson. While reading,
be thinking of your own teaching, the things that
really work well for you and your guests, then take
the time to email your words to me. Share your best
stuff, and your words may be included, in part or in
whole, in the next article.
The goal is to focus on providing a lesson so effective that your guests will be motivated to come
back again. In last year’s training, the levels of
teaching were described as: “Basic, Proficient, Distinguished”. How exciting it is to know that there are
no limits to new knowledge and growth, no matter
what your age or experience. Your lessons can become “Brilliant, Extraordinary, even Legendary.”

Rick Lyons, Head Coach
of the PSIA-NW Technical
Team, shares:
“The camera option is
really good. I use my
cell phone on a regular
basis. In fact, often with kids I will replay to
the parents parts of the lesson for them, and
they will often request a copy. They give me
an email address and I can send it instantly,
and now I have contact info to invite them back
for more. One area that is important to me in
making good connections with the student is
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Greg DeHaven sharing
the passion - it starts
at a young age.

by Greg DeHaven

observing them engaging in the material or
task. I am careful not to move on too quickly if
they look like they are just getting a sense of the
task/drill. When the student is just starting to
acquire a new skill, moving on or adding new
items too soon can cause them to lose focus
and retention of what was just learned.
Think about it, if you just figured out how to
juggle with feathers, then the teacher gave you
flaming knives, you may not like them very
much. But if the teacher helped you master the
feathers in different situations (speed walking,
jumping, one-handed...) now you are connected in a “Learning Partnership.”
Thanks Rick for the great tips, and for the perspective that all of us instructors should be students
as well.

Claude

Mallegol,

Alpine Level 2 instructor
agrees with Rick:

“I keep a strong awareness not to push the
students, especially the children, too hard. One
tool I find helpful is a paper with pictures of
what you should look for in body positions. I
explain that what they are learning are skills
that they can use as they continue to improve.
I talk about and teach them steering, angulation, and pressure control, among other things.
I also try to learn how they learn ... VAK in action. I try to always remember it’s about them.
I’m a teacher for life, it’s in my soul.”
Awesome, Claude. Your students can feel that, and
for sure they will want more.

Dane Frisbie, an Al-

pine Level 3 & CS1 instructor
shares this insight:

“The first necessary factor in retaining students
as continuing skiers and riders is making sure
their boots fit properly and are as comfortable as possible. While this process starts in
the rental shop, it is important that instructors
double-check this.
A boot that does not fit or is painful will lead
to an unpleasant experience, no matter how
well the rest of the lesson goes. Common complaints can often be solved by asking if anything other than their foot and a sock is in the
boot. And check to see that the boot is buckled

correctly. Millimeters can be the difference between excruciating pain and a comfortable fit.
Secondly, I approach every lesson as an adaptive lesson. All of us have physical differences,
asymmetries that effect how we approach a
new endeavor. Student-centered learning is
key. Lastly, passion. Share your enthusiasm for
the sport and the mountain setting. If your students can catch even a part of what you have,
they will be coming back for more.”
That’s very helpful, Dane. You have addressed
some super important key points that can be easily
overlooked, thanks.

Ron Kipp, one of Timberline’s venerable ski school
instructors who has a run
named after him responded
with the following:

“It has always been my
passion to give a good lesson to first timers.
Most of them begin their lesson with mental
fear. What is truly magical is the removal of
that fear through the process of teaching. Of
utmost importance is gaining their trust in you
as an Instructor, allowing their mind to open
up. Awareness of their body movement and
how it relates to the new environment they are
in are key ingredients in management of the
fear factor. The process of becoming aware of
proper movement with less thinking will insure,
in most cases, a successful outcome from their
first time lesson.”
Great insight, Ron. Emotions are the most powerful
“muscle”. There is a lot to learn here.

Ted Hartzell, an Alpine

Level 3 instructor, has a
focus on transfer:
“One of the things I stress especially in beginning lessons is life lessons relate to skills
learned in skiing. Much of the movement necessary for efficient skiing is already in their
motor memory. These movements, when
learned in a proper progression, will stay with
them all the way through upper level skiing. I
share with them the example that even though
math always came easily to me, I barely
achieved a degree because I did not build a
strong foundation.”
Likewise, it took me 30 years to undo bad habits acquired from trying to teach myself to ski.
The discipline and practice it takes to develop
good skiing produces an exciting ski experience that cannot be achieved any other way.
Much of life requires the same process!
That’s great, Ted. You really develop understanding
and trust.

Michael

the mental process of keeping a balanced perspective, an awareness of how all the parts of whatever you are doing fit together. Not sweating the
small stuff. Listen to your intuition, and you will
probably connect.

Birch–Jones,

PSIA-NW Alpine DCL, lets us
in on his very rich approach:

“My goal is always to connect with that person or those people on the mountain or in the
mountain environment in such a way that I can
find out how we are more similar than different. Find out what we have in common. If I can
do that then almost always the experience is
such that they see the love and passion for the
mountain in me and some of it wears off on
them and then, well...they get to see the mountain again and again!”
Wow, Michael, with a base like that, you can
teach them anything ... everything. Grateful for
your sharing.
Notice the frequency and consistency of connection, focus, awareness, communication, honesty,
knowledge, empathy, and passion. To develop and
draw out performance, first create a trusting relationship. Create and maintain a safe environment
in a fun way, then have fun especially in learning. Keep your eye and mind on the big picture,
or as I refer to it, “The 10,000 foot view”. That is

I’ve heard, a focus point this coming season from
our PSIA leadership is, “A very strong emphasis
on connection.” This will also be included in the
presentation from the United States at Interski.
I regularly ask myself, what am I working on to
improve my teaching experience? In this way I
am able to have a positive takeaway from every
lesson I teach. Celebrate your successful lessons
and build on them to make them even better. Learn
from lessons that challenged your skills and experience. And most of all, exude passion and joy – it’s
catching! Come ski with me at Meadows, or maybe
I’ll see you on your mountain. And Mother Nature,
please, just snow and snow and snow! M
Greg DeHaven is an Alpine
Level 3, Adaptive Level
1, CS2, SS2, USSA Level
200 instructor at Mt. Hood
Meadows. Email him:
artspacebydesign@yahoo.com

WANTED
PSIA LEVEL ONE
OR HIGHER

CERTIFIED
INSTRUCTORS

Team Alpental Snoqualmie (TAS)

is a non-profit ski team based out of the Summit at Snoqualmie. We are members of
PSIA and USSA. Our U12 athletes train and race at Summit at Snoqualmie as well
as travel to other races in the Northwest.
We are looking for PSIA Level 1 or higher instructors to work with our U12 athletes
– ages 7-11. Our Development and U12 programs run from nine weeks to the full
season. Our athletes meet a minimum criteria of skiing with parallel turns in most
conditions. Most training days consist of skiing the whole mountain for at least half
the day followed by gate training in the afternoons.
We offer a base pay of $80.00 per day and race experience is
not required to coach this age group.

If you are interested please contact
Dan Henry at danrhenry123@gmail.com or call (425) 232-5482.
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THANK YOU PNSIA-EF DONORS

Special thanks to
these PNSIA-EF 20152016 Donors

Up to $99: John Allen, Craig Apregan,
Gordon Arwine, Tyler Barnes, Jean
Christ, Kim Clark, Joan Elvin, Charles
Friedel, David Gehring, Lynne Hyland,
John May, Chad Rosenstine.

The Pacific Northwest Snowsports Instructors
Association Education Foundation (PNSIAEF) is a charitable not-for-profit organization
501(c)(3) designation which provides
support to PSIA-NW in many ways including
Scholarships for needy members.

Up to $25: Russell Arsenault, Mary
Bath-Balogh, Christopher Bettin,
Michael Birch-Jones, Katie Carpenter,
Chris Colleran, Michael Drake, Joseph
Draper, Kevin Ellison, Bob Fadden, Dana
Groff, Russell Hart, Karl Haugen, Jim
Heber, John Keil, Chuck Kinsey, Frank
Koster, John Larson, John Lindsay,
Lane McLauglin, Garth McPhie, Jean
Messner, Robert Miller, Ed Nebendal,
Nanci Peterson-Vivian, Gregory Phillips,
David Poor, Sara Richardson, Lori Safer,
Glenda Schuh, Nancy Slye, SNOWPRO
PORTAL™, Nicholas Spika, Tex Steere,
David Stephenson, Joe Turner, Rudy
VonWald, Tami Wakasugi, Tom Yeoman.

Thank you to the following members for
making donations.

$100 and up: Patrick Bettin, Sean
Bold, Tom Chasse, Bernie Dyer, Brian
Feucht, Kirsten Huotte, Neil McCleary,
Bob Mosteller, Kim Petram, Gene Pierson.

service Award
Nominations
It’s never too early to be thinking about the 2015
Service Award nominations. There are surely instructors at your school that are deserving of recognition, and it’s likely your own school’s awards
have been given. Consider a PSIA-NW Service
Award for an especially deserving individual.
NW Service Awards are...
* Ken Syverson Instructor of the Year Award
* Art Audett Outstanding Service Award
* Jean Lyon Service to Youth Award
* Larry Linnane Skiing Legends Award
* Rookie of the Year Award
For more details about the PSIA-NW Service
Awards, their criteria and how to nominate someone, please see the PSIA-NW.ORG website in the
Membership menu, then choose Awards Information menu item. Service award nominations are
typically due in early March but check the website
for nomination deadlines.

make a donation to THE EDUCATION FOUNDATION!

We typically seek donations at dues renewal time or Spring Symposium, but your can donate any time! Call the office
with a credit card over the phone, send a check by mail or go on-line to PSIA-NW.ORG/donate. All donation to the PNSIAEF are 100% tax deductible - check with your tax consultant on how to apply this to your taxes. EIN# 23-7130806

Join the Snowsports
Professionals at
Crystal Mountain Resort
Full and Part-time positions available!

Become a part of the Northwest’s most progressive Snowsports School offering renowned training and top level compensation. As a Snowsports
Instructor for Crystal Mountain Resort, you will get to work and play in the Pacific Northwest’s most iconic resort location featuring 3,500 acres
of diverse terrain. We provide our Full Time Pros with the highest wages paid in the PSIA-Northwest Division and some of the highest wages paid
in the country. Our Part time staff are offered outstanding training, benefits and good pay rates. We create lifelong, dedicated skiers and
snowboarders who flourish in this beautiful mountain environment that we call home.
Full Time Instructor Teaching Wages
Uncertified - $12.00 / Hour
Level 1 - $15.00 / Hour
Level 2 - $20.00 / Hour
Level 3 - $30.00 / Hour
Part Time Instructor Teaching Wages
Depends on Experience and Certification
Please send all job inquiries to: lessons@skicrystal.com or fill out an application on line at www.crystalmountainresort.com
Click on the employment menu item at the top of the home page then look for the Snowsports School job descriptions.
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SERVICE AWARDS

2015 SERVICE
Award Recipients

Jean Lyon Service to Youth Award is a recognition
of an instructor with exceptional dedication, excellence in teaching children and youth snowsports.
This year’s recipient is Stacey Bengtson.

At this last Spring Symposium Awards Banquet
held in Whitefish, MT in April 2015 the following
deserving individuals received service awards
and recognition.
Ken Syverson Instructor of the Year Award goes
to someone who is actively involved in teaching
skiing to the public and demonstrates a positive
role model. They must exceed the normal criteria
for teaching excellence and must demonstrate
a prolonged history of service to the public, their
school and PSIA Northwest. This year’s recipient’s
are David Berkey and David Gehring.

Stacey Bengtson

Art Audett Outstanding Service Award is designed to honor our members who have a sustained history of distinguished service of lasting
benefit to PSIA Northwest, their school or the local
community or have performed an exceptional act
worthy of special recognition. This year’s recipient
is Tony Fardell.

Now Hiring
Certiﬁed Ski &
Snowboard Instructors
and Supervisors
at our world-class
resort. Join us for the
ﬁrst season as the
largest ski resort in
the United States.

David Berkey

Tony Fardell (left)

David Gehring

Note: There was no nominations for Rookie of the
Year Award or the Larry Linnane Skiing Legends
Award, so no awards were given.

Contact Tom Pettigrew
tapettigrew@vailresorts.com
or (435) 647-5404 or search
keyword 99669

Vail Resorts is an equal opportunity employer. Qualiﬁ ed applicants
will receive consideration for employment without regard to race,
color, religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, gender
identity, disability, protected veteran status or any other status
protected by applicable law.
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Recruiting
a Problem?
Cadets are
an Answer!
by John Weston
Recruiting and retention of instructors has always
been an issue for our organization. Ski schools
around the nation have had trouble recruiting instructors despite recruitiing bonuses, numerous
ads for instructors in the national publication and
in the NW Snowsports Instructor. At Mission Ridge,
in central Washington, we have found a partial solution to the problem: a cadet program.
The Mission Ridge Cadet Program commences in
early December and finishes up near the end of
February. It is a paid program under the ski school
the cost of which is a little over $300 per individual
per season, and this past season attracted 53
students from our local high schools. The cadets
range from 13 to 15 years of age and they are
often graduates of local ski school programs.
Three veteran Mission Ridge instructors run the
program.
In late fall, two other instructors and I were given
the task of updating our existing cadet program.
The cadet program exists for young adults who
wish to become instructors.
The other instructors and I developed the following
plan to create a solid instructor foundation:
1.) We created a Cadet Manual which sets forth
all of the tasks or maneuvers from flat land maneuvers through basic blue skiing and riding. To
each task or maneuver we added in at least three
exercises going from the least difficult to the most
difficult so that the cadet has exercises to develop
the task or maneuver.
2.) We developed a daily routine of two hours which
consists of skiing and riding improvement for the
morning sessions and two hours of the teaching of
tasks and exercises for the afternoon session.
3.) We set the course duration to 13 weeks. After
the first 4 weeks of training on the progression and
ski improvement, the cadets begin one half day of
practical experience in a real class with a supervising instructor. This supervising instructor is in
charge and helps mentor the cadet. The other half
of the day is devoted to skiing and riding improvement with the goal at the end of the program to give
all of those turning 16 at the end of the year, or the
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Trunk
rotation
John Weston (on the left) with some of the 53 cadets from last season’s program at Mission
Ridge,
WA. stability test - FMS

beginning of the next year, a work application for
the area and a PSIA-AASI Level 1 certification, so
they can become members and start their teaching
career. We hire them at 16 years of age. Those who
will not attain the age of 16 come back for another
year of training as is described above.
4.) Level 1 Certification training is commenced in
the last several weeks of the program for all of the
students who will be 16 for the upcoming year.
This year, out of 53 students, approximately eight
to ten will become 16, graduate the program, and
be given their level one certification either in the
spring or the following fall.

cadets range
from 13 to
15 years of
age and they
are usually
graduates of
area lesson
programs.
Tips of Conducting the Program
Veteran instructors who can mentor cadets should
be used to run any cadet program. The instructors
who are running the program have to follow the
three F’s of instruction when dealing with 13, 14,
and 15 year old students.

Those three F’s are friendly, fair and firm with lots of
compliments along the way. Managing the energy
level of 13, 14 and 15 year old teenagers dictates
that skiing and riding improvement be held in the
morning to dissipate that energy, and that progression development be held in the afternoon sessions. It also dictates that any instructor teaching
teenagers, teach with a lot of energy and enthusiasm to keep the teenage cadets interest high.
Students are issued cadet jackets for the season to
give them a special identity as trainees. We have at
least two or three BBQs at lunch during the season
to build unity and a sense of belonging between
the instructors and cadets.
There is no better way to find new help! Got a high
school or two within 50 miles of your school? Start
a recruiting program! We train them and give them
practical experience, and they pay for training, so
expense is not an issue. They ultimately receive their
PSIA-AASI Level 1 certification which dictates national and regional membership, and we welcome them
as instructors to the ski and snowboard school. It’s
a win-win situation for the cadets, and the resort.
By they way, Mission Ridge is a ski area 12 miles
outside of Wenatchee, Washington in Eastern
Washington. It boasts an altitude of approximately
6800 feet on the top of the ridge and a base of
4,700 feet. Mission Ridge has approximately 100
instructors under the guidance and direction of Jodi
Taggart, the Snowsport Center Director. M
John Weston is a 48 year
member of PSIA National
and Northwest and is the
past President of Northwest
as well as a past National
Board Member and current
Northwest Board Member.
Email: jiwjr@comcast.net

Contributions

GOOAAALLLL!
by John Keil

We are all goal-oriented individuals even when
we are focused on the process or the journey of
development. As instructors we use goals to evaluate our students’ progress, as rewards for classes
to enjoy together, and as measure of our own improvement.
Are they tactical or strategic goals? Are our goals
motivated intrinsically or externally? Are they
mixed? How do we set goals? The snow is on
its way again and so we have the opportunity to
think about our goals for the year with a few quick
ideas. For every goal we set we will be mindful of
Fore/Aft alignment
the
question “why do I want this?” because it will
impact determination and our resilience to challenges.
What are strategic goals? These goals are broader
and more encompassing. As an example, I set a
strategic goal a couple years ago to hold a positive
mindset and positive visualization. This general
target helped me to develop specific tactics in my
daily life and helped me identify things I was doing to create obstacles. Maybe a strategic goal you

have this year is to help build a sense of team in
your training group or to pass Level 2 Certification.
How would you accomplish this? The ways you
accomplish those strategic goals are your tactics
(or tactical goals). In many ways, the relationship
between strategic and tactical goals is like skiing.
We want to have a good run and make it to the bottom (strategic), and we decide the best line or route
and the turn size and speed we want (tactical). Our
tactical goals determine our plan for achieving the
overall goal. These help make our checkpoints to
evaluate progress.
How do you set your goals? Do you consult with
your school’s trainers, school director, peers, clients? All of the above? Engaging others for valuable feedback is great. You can glean a lot from
asking “What do I need to do more/differently/better?” How much self-reflection are you doing to set
goals? Do you watch video? Do you have a terraintype that is daunting? When you ski it well, do you
stop and think about the sensations you had, what
worked compared to previous times things didn’t
go so well?

the small victories that fuel the internal fire so
you keep working towards the greater goal!
Clear goal-setting is a key attribute of successful
plans. Use the resources at your disposal – colleagues, advisors/mentors, clients, video analysis
– to elevate the science in your goal-setting and
provide opportunity to measure progress toward
the achievement. Good Luck, and I look forward to
skiing with you!! As always – Keep ‘em sliding! M
John Keil is a Certified Level III
ski instructor, CS1, and Training
Director at Lyon Ski School at
Stevens Pass, and a Stevens
Pass Regional Representative
of the PSIA-NW Board. Email
him: skienginerd@gmail.com

I WANT
YOU

This self-reflection can help you refine your
goal to make it more impactful. Continuous
check-in about your goals can help you’d fine

TO SEND IN
YOUR SNOW
PRO TIP

With 460” average annual snowfall, night operations, the largest terrain
park and some of the steepest pitches and gladed runs in the state,
Stevens Pass offers the perfect balance of work and play.

Our expanding Ski & Snowboard School offers a range of on-and-off snow
positions with exible scheduling options and exciting personal growth
opportunities.

INSTRUCTORS: Comprehensive training programs to meet your goals and a competitive pay scale with incentives
rewarding quality, commitment and personal development. No experience necessary to apply.
TRAINERS: Want to make a real difference? Our Training Team goes beyond delivering clinics and plays a
leading role in shaping our guest and employee experience.
BRANCH OUT, GROW: Seasonal leadership, support and administrative positions also available.

Learn more at https://spss.snowproportal.com or contact snowsports@stevenspass.com
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Congratulations - YOU PASSED!

The following snowsports professionals successfully passed an exam last season. Remember if you were a new Level I member you
are entitled to attend a “New Pro? Let’s Go!” clinic, so if you did not attend one last season, it’s not too late! Check the Season Guide
for details about how you can attend one of these clinics.

ALYESKA RESORT:
Matthew Bates (S1), Reilly Buck (A1),
Scott Daletas (A1), Amanda Goss (A2),
Aurora Johnson (S1), Tucker Johnson (A1),
Patrick Kelly (S1), Michael Leese (A2),
Wade Quigley (A1).
CLANCY’S:
Rajiv Bharadwaja (A1), Joy Cable (A1),
Elizabeth Coughlan (A1), Samantha Coughlan (A1),
Connor Cowan (A1), Kerry Cowan (A1),
Peter Dolinski (A1).
CRYSTAL MOUNTAIN:
Molly Trostel (A2).
FIORINI: Cameron Blas (A2), Andrew Loats (A1),
Claire Wright (A2).
LOOKOUT PASS: David Lawrence (A2).
LYON SKI SCHOOL:
Jon Bakken (TM1), Tiger McDaniel (A1),
Jeff Moormeier (A2), Javier Morla (A1),
Rachel Nelson (A1), Don Rausch (A2),
Ray Steiger (A3), Tyler Thompson (A1),
Wayne Wagener (A1).
METHOW VALLEY SKI SCHOOL:
Craig Peterson (CC2), Scott Waichler (CC2),
Stephanie Williams (CC1&2).
MISSION RIDGE:
Carmen Bagdon (A2), Brian Buchmann (S1),
Tom Graafstra (A1), Angela Grille (A1),
Rod Grille (A1), Myra Hoane (A3),
Ryan McDonald (S1), Jake Ryan (A1),
Ty Schwinghammer (A1), Samantha Segaline (A1),
David Shahbaghlian (A1).
MT. ASHLAND:
Cody Hallenbeck (A1), James Neville (A1),
Richard Peterson (A1), Ashley Teren (A1).

MT. HOOD MEADOWS:
Louis Alvarez (S1), Micah Breshears (S3),
Deverton Cochrane (S1), Jeremy Dirk (A2),
Katie Feucht (A3), Sammai Gutierrez (S1),
Katie Kadlub (A1), Justin Olson (A2),
Derek Roy (A1), Shana Sweitzer (A1),
Rhiannon Thomas (A1).
MT. SPOKANE:
Shane Davis (S1,A1), Britt Heisel (A1),
Brooke Hunt (A1), Nate Hutchens (A1),
Katrin Pardue (A1), Payton Williams (A1).
OREGON ADAPTIVE SPORTS:
Brett Crandall (H2), Matt Eitel (H2),
Dave Weill (H2).
OLYMPIC:
Anthony Blindheim (A1), Kelly Dona (A1),
Graeme Hafford (A1), Thomas Hafford (A1),
Mary Loarie (A1), Jake Schroeder (A1).
OUTDOORS FOR ALL:
Frank Dorr (A1), Brian Erickson (A1),
Molly Harrigan (A1), Tena Kilroy (A1),
Sara Ramsay (A1).
SCHWEITZER MOUNTAIN RESORT:
Flavio Almeida (A1), Tanner Kohal (A1),
Michael Marzio (A1), Ryan McNelley (A1),
Noah Price (S1), Dan Stefano (A1).
SILVER MOUNTAIN:
Erin Bills (S1), John Rubert (S1).
SKI BLUEWOOD:
Sydney Foster (A1), Damien Hepker (A1),
Branden Johnson (A1), Kyle Lambert (A1),
John Meissen (A1), Eric Nelson (A1),
Rebecca Rodriguez (A1), Ian Tippets (A1).

SUMMIT SNOWSPORTS SCHOOL:
Lubor Kollar (A2).

MT. BAKER:
Vaughn Gifford (S1), David Rucker (S1).

STEVENS PASS:
Karl Johnstone (A2), Tre Nabstedt (S2).
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WHITEFISH MOUNTAIN RESORT:
Derek˛ Abbott (S1), Rachel Baez (A1),
Allison Barrett (S1), Nathan Basford (A1),
Urban Bear Don’t Walk (H1), Bryan Bebb (A1),
Joe Brenneman (H1), Jeff Carlson (H1),
Clay Colby (H1), Anna Danley (A1),
Marissa Dion (A1), Cheri DuBeau (H1),
Nathan Hafferman (A2), Sonja Hargrove (A1),
Jane Hyman (A1), Dillon Johnson (S1),
Jeremy King (A1), James Lapierre (S1),
Kevin McConnell (A1), Amanda McCutcheon (A2),
Chris Miller (A1), Michael Nania (S1),
Sam Penzi (A1), Kelsey Russo (A1,S1),
Zach Rutt (A2), Bobby Syvertson (A1),
Dan Vogel (A1), Sarah Walter (A1),
Brian Yaeger (A1).
NW MEMBERS WORKING OUTSIDE THE DIVISION:
Denny Hao (S2), Luke Cholhan (A3),
Russell Arsenault (A2), Sheila Jackson (A2).

PROMOTE YOUR
NEW SELF
$2 per order
donation
to PNSIA
Education
Foundation

SKI MATERS:
Tudaor Muntianu (A2).

MT. BACHELOR:
Sandra Arvin (A1), Teresa Catlow (A1),
Kyla Danos (A3), Dagmar Eriksson (CC3),
Jason Ewart (A1), Rebecca Hoshi (A2),
Sidney Howard (S1), Bill Inman (S1),
Mark Kirschner (A1), Amy McDonald (A1),
Denise Mercer (A1), Eamon O’leary (A2),
Olivia Raedeke (A1), Parker Richmond (A1),Jacod
Salber (A1), Brady Sherwood (A1),
Yoon Shin (A2), Victoria Smith (A2),
Bonnie Swartz (A1), Kelly Vance (S1),
Christopher Yarrow (A1).
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TIMBERLINE:
Denes Balazs (A1), David Cohen (S1),
Rachel Davis (A1), Cameron Dean (S1),
Mandi Desmarteau (A1), Alex Kubiniec (S1),
Carolina Maienza (A1), James Ostrom (A1).

SPOKANE NORDIC:
Mark Bitz (CC2), Kurt Gauss (CC1),
Robert Hyslop (CC1), Barbara Jackson (CC1),
Christopher Lambiotte (CC1),
George Momany (CC2),
Jamie Redman (CC2), Loni Rossow (CC1),
Ryan Schulte (CC1), Chris Sharman (CC1),
Carl Sunderman (CC2), Lisa Sunderman (CC2),
Simone Woods (CC1), Dave Yadon (CC1).

Get 250 pro quality
business cards with
personalization options,
PSIA-AASI & NW logos and

FREE SHIPPING
for just $49

Details at PSIA-NW.ORG - Membership
menu, then Member Benefits.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!
The following members have reached an
anniversary milestone. Be sure to congratulate
these long-time members on their years of service
to snowsports education!

Jack Burns’
50-year pin

Mignon Whitcher’s
40-year pin

60 year members:
Otto Ross

50 year members:

E. Tom Evans, Ed Kane, Lenore Lyle,
Henry Parker, Hans Reifer, William Wahl,
Gordon West, Erik Klepp.

40 year members:

Bill Becker, Kenneth Clark, Shirley Durtschi,
Richard Eger, Chris Funk, Michael Hayashi,
Susan Katka, Rich Murakami, Lane Olmstead,
Jehan Poirot, Chad Rosenstine,
Kathy Schinman, Mark Sherman, David Tewell.

20 year members:

Heather Baker, Jeffrey Barstow, Lloyd Bauer,
Christopher Bettin, Mark Blomquist, Cary Bryant,
Stephen Cancler, Sean Cassidy, Alana Challman,
Roark Congdon, Michael Crandall, Jeffrey Dance,
Nancy Darling, Eva Dellis, John Dubuque,
Mary Dunn, Gregory Dutton, Jon Edgar,
Manuela Eiring, Kerstin Feist, Maria Gilbert,
Mary Gillespie, Chris Hald, Randal Hanford,
Tom Harman, Chad Haugen, Randy Hessen,
Libby Hillis, Yvonne Hsueh, Kirsten Huotte,
Kris Ilgenfritz, David Jones, Dennis Julnes,
Vic Kihara, Kristina Kingsland, Diane Kitano,
Kirstin Kozlowski, Dan Kruger, Michael Kvietkus,
Cathy Laetz. Paul Larson, Troy Larsson,
Lynnard Maas, Gary Marks, Laura McBean,
John Mejlaender, Jean Messner, Donald Meyer,
Jesse Murphy, Robert Neideigh,
Rick Norberg, Pat O’Hara, John Oldfield,
Ralph Ortman, Jim Osborne, Tiffany Osborne,
John Penxa, Janeil Puckett, Gary Richardson,
Robert Ross, Steve Sause, Dustin Semb,
Ted Sindell, Andrea Smith, Glenn Solomon,
Rebecca Steele, Robert Stimmel,
James D. Thompson, James N. Thompson,
Jane Thompson, Deborah Voltz,
Carla Wallace, Tim Zanol.

Missed but not forgotten!

Some how we failed to list the following members
who reached an important anniversary date
prior to this season. They are as follows:

50 year members:
Wid Payne’s
30-year pin

30 year members:

Walter Swanson, Harald Riise,
Tor Storkersen, Jim Feldman
Tyler Barnes’
20-year pin

Robbin Bradburn, Bryan Brock, John Calkins,
Todd Carey, Kathi Dausz, Jim Denovan,
Jeralyn Fiedler, Erik Godo, Andrew Grove,
James Harbour, Ed Kiser, Stephan Lesser,
Sally Loeser, Mike MacKinnon,
Lane McLaughlin, Melinda Oakley,
Kjell Petersen, Amy Rust, Elizabeth Rust,
Jeffrey Sleicher, Hye Snyder, Roger Taggart,
Erin Thoeny, Victor Traverso, Scott Weimer,
Peter Wicklund, Dave Yoder, Monika Young.

The platform for
snowsports
professionals.
Launch a site in 60
seconds flat.

Tyler Barnes is the creator of the SNOWPRO PORTAL™

Individual Pro Site
$49/year*
You’re a pro on the hill and it shows. Now look like one
on-line too. Create a turnkey individual instructor
website complete with you need to be an effective
on-line snowsports professional. Use code “PSIANW50”

Schools Starter Plan
is just $399/year
Does your school need a on-line resource to train new
and returning instructors? Or a place to post your
training calendar or take season schedule submissions
on-line? A single place to communicate with your
staff? Look no further – SNOWPRO PORTAL™ is a
turnkey platform for your snowsports school.
Trusted by these and more resorts:

40 year members:

Judy Larson, Peter Gschwender,
David Berkey, Donald Rees,
Takashi Tsukamaki.

30 year members:

Peter Gustavson, Terrance Tavelli,
William Wilson, Deanne O’Connor
.

20 year members:

Ernest Wolf, Terry Johnson, Eric Herzog,
Michael Patmas, Steve Frink, Raymond Brubaker.

These members will be recognized during the awards banquet at Spring Symposium
held at Sun Valley in April 2016. Pins and certificates are mailed to members throughout the season. Come celebrate at the end of the season party and with the 2015-16
PSIA-NW Service Award recipients in Sun Valley, Idaho! Check the event calendar and
website for all the details.

Start a FREE 14-day trial now
™

snowproportal.com
(*) denotes coupon code savings. Coupon quantities are limited.
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coming up: track Fall College

Track Fall ColleGe weekend schedule
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Pine Forest
(Private Access)

All trails @ Sun Mountain are
maintained for a specific use:
nordic skiing, snowshoeing, and
fat biking. Please refer to posted
signs and maps for the intended
use. Dogs are not permitted on
the trails.
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WESTRA SPORTS is a ski, snowboard and full tennis shop in Everett,
3257
WA owned and operated by long time ski instructors and ex-ski
racers. Come in or call for PRO Pricing. Have your current
Me a
The Methow Valley Sport Trails Association (MVSTA)
do w
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PSIA-AASIis Membership
Card that:
available.
a community supported non-profit
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·- Provides world class ski trails in the winter,
- Maintains 120 miles of trails for recreational
opportunities year-round,
- Builds partnerships with over 170 local land
owners who have graciously provided trail access,
- Supports economic vitality.
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All rights reserved.
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(425) 212-9539
12 SW Everett Mall Way - Everett, WA 98204 | www.westrasports.com
NW SNOWSPORTS INSTRUCTOR
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Are you a current member of PSIA-NW
and actively teaching?
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Details about Sun Mountain can be found by going to sunmountainlodge.com.

Black Bear
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Sun Mountain Lodge will offer special room rates
for PSIA-NW members at $89 plus tax in the
lodge, $109 Gardner Lodge Deluxe or $129 MR.
Those reservations can be made by calling the
reservation line at 800-572-0493 and be sure to
mention you are with PSIA.
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Friday December 11th
* DCL, Examiner and TD training

3

Ready for lots of skiing and general trackster fun
as usual? You’ll be exploring the Methow Valley
trails again this year led by the top track gurus
in the Northwest. What more could you ask for?
The clinic topics are broad enough to accommodate your goals and desires: ski improvement
concepts and teaching concepts, in both Classic
and Skate. And you’re welcome to attend either
one day or both. More information including
the topic descriptions and the event application
can be found on-line at the psia-nw.org website – you can even sign up for the event online.

2460

“I love working for a company that treats you like family.
There is a sense of camaraderie you can’t find anywhere else.”
Philip Linford, Deer Valley ski instructor for 19 seasons

TEACH AT A TOP-RATED RESORT.
LEARN A NEW DEFINITION OF FAMILY.
Now hiring ski instructors.
Share your passion for skiing at a resort that’s not only one of the
best in the world, it feels a lot like home (last year, over 1,000 staff
members celebrated their fifth season or more at Deer Valley).
Compelling wage and benefits package. Progressive ski programs
with small class sizes. PSIA-accredited ski school. Apply now at
deervalley.com/jobs.

435-645-6635
FALL 2015
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Professional Snowsports Instructors of America – Northwest (PSIA-NW)
Pacific Northwest Snowsports Instructors Association – Education Foundation (PNSIA-EF)
338 N. Wenatchee Avenue, Wenatchee, Washington 98801 USA

2015-16 EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

SEE THE COMPLETE LIST OF EVENTS, DAY CLINICS, EXAMS ON-LINE + more inside

200+ event days

track fall college
sun mountain - Dec 11-13

immersion

Mission Ridge - jan 1-4 & feb 3-5

ABC’s of exploration
alyeska resort - jan 20-22

winter blast

crystal mountain - feb 22-23

divisional academy
MISSION RIDGE - mar 11-13

spring symposium

exam modules

specialists

Exam dates & locations

SPECIALIST EVENTS

Mission Ridge - jan 28-29 (A,S)
Stevens Pass Nordic - Mar 5-6 (N)
schweitzer - mar 26-27 (AD,A,s)
stevens pass - APR 2-3 (AD,A,S,T)
meadows - apr 16-17 (Ad,A,S)

cs1: Stevens pass - dec 12-13,
BACHELOR - JAN 25-26, LOOKOUT
& SUMMIT WEST - MAR 19-20
CS2: BACHELOR & STEVENS
PASS - JAN 25-26

Note that the Level III Snowboard exam is
offered at Stevens Pass & Mt Hood Meadows
only. Check on-line for details.

SS1: SUMMIT WEST - DEC 19-20,
BACHELOR JAN 25-26
SS2: SUMMIT WEST - MAR 19-20

For all exams details please check inside
or the PSIA-NW website for the most current information. AD=Adaptive, A=Alpine,
N=Nordic, S=Snowboard, T=Telemark

FS1: BACHELOR - jan 25-26,
SUMMIT WEST MAR 19-20
FS2: MT HOOD MEADOWS - APR 23-24

SUN VALLEY - apr 8-10

UH OH ... DID YOU FORGET TO PAY YOUR DUES?

IT’S NOT TOO LATE!

This newsletter issue is sent to all current and non-renewed members. If you did not renew your
membership in June it’s not too late. You can still pay your dues on-line or call Member Services at
(206) 244-8541 to maintain your current membership status and continue to receive all member benefits.
Amelia’s Sad Face photo credit Donnie Ray Jones under Creative Commons attribution - no changes. https://www.flickr.com/photos/donnieray/9436653177

